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Abstract

There are a considerable number of literary theories prevalent in the

discipline of literary criticism and all of which are very essential in

analyzing works of art. Feminist literary criticism is one of these tools

which has become a dominant force in approaching literary works for

quite some time now. Recognizing the timeliness of this literary theory in

relation to the present situation, this paper investigates the image of

woman in Ethiopian Amharic fiction.

In doing so, only those Ethiopian Amharic fictional novels published

within the last thirty years are included in this study. This decision is

taken up since there are already some research papers available on

feminist readings on Amharic fictional works produced prior to 1970's.

The three Amharic novels on which this particular feminist study is

based include Yewodiyanesh (1978) by Haile Melekot Mewal, Senselt

(1983) by Fekade Yohannes, and Yelot Menqed (1998) by Tekelu Tilahu.

This thesis is generally organized into four chapters. The first chapter is

the introduction. In this chapter research elements such as background

of the study, statement of the problem along with objective, significance

and limitations of the study are all presented. The literature review is the

second chapter. Here literature related to this particular study is

reviewed to discuss the theoretical background as well as to evolve the

conceptual framework of the study. The third chapter is devoted to the

analysis of and discussions on the image of woman in the three Amharic

novels Yewdiyanesh, Senselet and Yelot Menged. In the fourth chapter

the common and different image of woman as witnessed in these three

novels are discussed in order to point out the general image of woman in

these novels.
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The overall research findings indicate that women have been

predominantly depicted in the Ethiopian Amharic novels negatively

accompanied slightly, however, by a few positive images. While the

negative images include portraying women as just only mothers, wives

and daughters confined to the household as well as viewing them as sex

objects, the positive images present women as college students and

professionals who are engaged in the public life.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Background of the study

For centuries, the history of the world is marked by men ruling and

women being ruled. According to Lynne (1976), this statusquo existed

because of the central ideology of the patriarchal rule which declares that

male is superior and female is inferior. As a result of this dominant

belief, Carol and Mark (1976) state that "men and women enjoyed

different 'spheres' of activity" or as Lynne (1976) observed "sex-based

labor classification" was wide spread throughout the world. Under this

patriarchal system the image of woman with all her roles and duties was

defined narrowly for her.

Cheryll and Karen (1978) point out that a woman in the patriarchal

society is viewed "as one who finds her highest happiness in loving and

being faithful to one man, living through his achievement, having

children, or making a home". Similarly, Carol and Mark (1976),

describing the kind of perception existed about women before eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, write as follows:

(A woman was) considered too weak physically to

venture into the world outside the home and too

deficient in reason to make important decisions, (she)

was relegated to the domestic sphere where, under

the guidance and direction of her rationally superior

husband, she tended house, raised children, and

gave her family comfort and pleasure.(p, 99)

However, resisting this dehumanizing treatment, women have always

protested for their rights; and 'individual writers' and 'thinkers' have also



stood and worked for women's cause for long (Richard 1978). Sorrie of the

major early works produced on the subject of women's rights and

equality, which subsequently led to the emergence of feminism, include

Theodor Gottlieb Von Hippel's On the Civil Improvement of Women

(1794), Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792)

and John Stuart Mill's The subjection of Women (1869) (ibid).

Ever since this historic point in time and afterwards, feminist ideology

has managed to penetrate into all disciplines bringing in the issues of

women to the fore front. One of these disciplines which is no exception to

this movement is literary criticism. Upholding the notion of feminism,

thus, measures were taken to overhaul previously established literary

criticisms and formulate a new feminist literary criticism that brings the

issues of women to the center stage. The need to abandon former literary

criticism was necessitated due to its harsh and unreal treatment of

women, as feminists state. To show the reason for taking to this

approach, Josephine (1989) argues that since literature and literary

criticism are filled with the same 'dominant patriarchal attitudes and

customs of our culture' which relegated women's status in reality in the

first place, it is important that feminists negate 'these reifications'.

Similarly, to show how profoundly sexism and patriarchy is prevalent in

the canon of literature and literary criticism and how women's

experiences were pushed aside, Cheri Register in Josephine (1989) also

observes as follows:

Only expenences encountered by male characters are

called "universal" or basic to "the human condition".

The "female experience" is peripheral to the central

concern of literature- which is man's struggle with

nature, God, fate, himself, and, not infrequently,

women. (p,10)
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Abrogating the already established literary criticism because of its

misrepresentation of women, feminist literary criticism attempts to look

into literary work from a different angle. Adrienne Riche cited by Brown

and Caren (1976) calls this approach "revision-the act of looking back, of

seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical

direction."

Steven (2005) writes that this new way of reading literary texts in

feminist criticism mainly emanates from the perspective of 'gender or our

attitude towards gender'. He further argues, "Since the production and

reception of literature have been controlled largely by men, the role of

gender in reading and writing has been slighted". Therefore, what

feminist criticism does is not only recover the works written by women

but also read other literary texts written to probe into the texts 'for

sexual oppression, exposing those assumptions and ways of thinking

that have been deleterious to women" (ibid).

Against this background, this thesis attempts to apply a feminist

approach to the study of three selected Ethiopian literary works i.e

novels produced within the last thirty years in order to have an insight

into the way women have been portrayed in these works.

1.2 Statement of the problem

In the book entitled Feminist Literary Criticism: Exploration in Theory,

edited by Josephine Donoval (1989), Cheri Register states that there are

different subcategories of Feminist literary criticism and, of these, "image

of women" criticism is one. This type of criticism generally attempts to

identify what types of images women have been given in literature and

analyze whether these images are real or unreal representations.
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In her discussion of the major literary analysis made on some American

literary works, Cheri Register concludes that the image of woman in

American literary works is that of skewed ones filled with negative as well

as positive stereotypes.

Citing Ellman's (1968) book Thinking about Women, Cheri states that

American literature has identified, on the one hand, women's image with

"formlessness, passivity, instability (hysteria), confinement (narrowness,

practicality), piety, materiality, spirituality, irrationality, compliancy, and

incorrigibility (the shrew, the witch)". On the other hand, Cheri also

notes that literary works have, at the same time, portrayed the other side

of women by presenting her as "the lily- the fair haired maiden, the

symbol of feminine purity, the woman-as muse ... ". In her conclusion,

Cheri argues that just like the negative stereotype, the 'positive' female

stereotype is also undesirable because disregarding "the actual social

condition of women, it persuades women to seek consolation in myths

rather than work for social change"

Similarly, here in Addis Ababa University some studies have been

conducted on feminist literary criticism both at the undergraduate and

the post-graduate levels. These papers have made it possible for us to

recogmze the kind of images women have been given in Ethiopian

literature. These feministic readings of Ethiopian literary works range

from the earliest study carried out by Fekade Tekle (1990) to the most

recent one made by Tekle Tesfalidet (2008).

These academic research studies seem to share one common method

among them in their approach to literary texts. Of the studies carried out

so far in this area, almost all seemed to be riveted to analyzing Amharic

literary works that are either authored .by a single person or by a couple

of authors who belong to the same historical period. Some of them

focused on either female-authored works or male-authored works only. It
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is this kind of trend, author-based or synchronic type of method that i

mainly found in their analyses of literary works.

Looking at the type of approach followed so far in feminist literary

criticism, one cannot help but notice a certain gap. This gap is the

relative absence of works in feminist literary criticism that analyze

Ethiopian literature that belongs to different historical periods as well as

written by different authors. The only exceptional work carried out in this

context is Tekle Tesfalidet's thesis entitled The Portrayal of Major Female

Characters in Four Amharic Novels (2008).

Tekle's thesis makes a diachronic analysis of four Amharic fictional

works authored by different persons at, different periods in order to find

out how women were presented in these works. These novels are Tobya

(1908) by Afework Gebre-Yesus, Yelib Hassab (1931) by Hiruy

Woldeselassie, Setegna Adari (1964) by Negash Gegre-Marriam and

Kadmas Bashager (1970) by Be'alu Girma. Two of these four fictions

have a special place in the Ethiopian Literary history, the former being

the first modern Ethiopian literary narrative and the latter being one of

the most famous literary works in modern Ethiopian literary history

respectively.

Even though Tekle's thesis is ground-breaking in terms of providing a

sample of feminist literary criticism from is a new angle not so much

taken up by other researchers and shows us the kind of traditional

depiction of women characters in Ethiopian literature, it seems to be out

of touch with the present situation. This is because all the literary texts

which Tekele selected were produced in the distant past: Tobya (1908);

Yelib Hassab (1931); Setegna Adari (1964); and Kadmas Bashager

(1970), Following this temporal distance reflected in Tekle's study one

cannot help but wonder as to what kinds of image women characters

have been given since then.
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This does not mean that there are not any studies conducted so far in

terms of feminist literary criticism on recently published works. Of

course, there are some studies and of these Tigist Defaru's thesis The

Images of Female Characters in Films: A case Study of two Male-Authored

Amharic Films-Kezkaza Wolafen and Semayawi Feres (2005) and Miheret

W.Michael's thesis A feminist Reading of Selected Films: A Case Study of

two Female-Authored Amharic Films- Sara and Roman (2007) are

noteworthy. However, these two studies addressed film productions

rather than fiction. Therefore, I have found out from my reading of the

research papers on feminist criticism produced till now that there is

some ground that has not been explored yet.

Even though different feminist readings have already been carried out on

Amharic novels, not enough research undertakings are available in

examining the image of woman across time. It is only Tekel's thesis that

is available in this regard. His finding however only applies to the image

of woman in Amharic fiction produced prior to 1970. This particular

study then offers a comparative view about the portrayal of woman in

Amharic novels published in the last thirty years. It is, thus, this existing

gap that this thesis hopes to fill.

For this purpose, I have taken three Amharic novels. These include

Yewodiyanesh (1978) by Haile Melekot Mewal, Senselet (1983) by Fekade

Yohannes and Yelot Menged (1998) by Tekelu Tilahun all of which were

published within the last thirty years.

1.3 Significance of the study

It is the researcher's conviction that this thesis may provide useful

information to different bodies of the society concerning the portrayal of

women characters in modern Ethiopian literature. And this input in

return will most likely benefit the concerned bodies in undertaking
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positive projects towards the constitutionally envisioned women

empowerment.

The different political and social institutions that are working on the

issues of women will find this thesis an informative document which

discloses the image of women in Ethiopian literature probably within the

last thirty years. The findings then most definitely can be a resource for

them to learn about the past and the preset perception about women and

the kind of trend it has taken so far.

In addition to this, the thesis also attempts to make a modest and

sincere contribution to the on-going research work conducted on feminist

literary criticism by bringing in latest developments in this area. Anyone

from the academic circle who is interested in carrying out further studies

on feminist literary criticism could, therefore, take this paper as a

research document that provides him/her with some preliminary

information.

1.4 Objective of the study

The general objective of this study is to present a closer view or insight

into the way women are represented in the three selected Ethiopian

Amharic fiction. The three literary works, on which the research is based,

belong to different literary periods historically.

1.4.1 Specific Objectives

By making a diachronic analysis of the three novels produced in different

historical periods, the study hopes to attain the following specific

objectives:

To identify the images and roles women characters have been given

in three selected Ethiopian Amharic novels;
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To compare and contrast the images and roles of women

characters as portrayed in these literary works in order to find out

if there are any similarities or differences;

To determine whether the experiences of women characters shown

in these works are merely stereotypical descriptions or reflection of

reality; and

To point out if there is any change of trend developing in the way

women are portrayed in the current Amharic literature.

1.5 Methodology

This study employs the descriptive research method to obtain relevant

information about the topic under investigation. In this process, the

three selected Amharic novels will be studied closely with the intent of

recognizing and extracting instances from these works where issues

related to women are handled. Such issues include how women are

portrayed and what roles they have been assigned. These images and

roles once identified will be analyzed furthermore to check whether

portrayal of women is stereotypical or authentic.

This study also depends on library research methods completely for

procuring theoretical as well practical insights into feminist literary

criticism. Studies on feminist criticism have been consulted to evolve a

conceptual framework for the study. Similarly, theses conducted at the

post-graduate levels on this topic, images of women in Ethiopian

Amharic novels, will be surveyed and discussed to disclose their findings

and also to show to what extent the present study is different from the

studies previously carried out.
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1.6 Delimitation and Limitation of the study

Just like every research paper, the range and extent of this study is also

limited. First, of the different methods found in feminist literary criticism

towards approaching literary texts, this study particularly focuses on

identifying the images of women in three selected novels. This kind of

feminist literary criticism is referred byCheri Register in Donovan (1989)

as 'image of women criticism'.

Second this feminist reading will be carried out on three Ethiopian

Amharic novels selected for this purpose. Therefore, the analysis and the

outcome will only apply to these novels only. Third, the extent to which

related literature is available is also a limitation in terms of the nature

and extent of this study.
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Chapter Two: Related Literature and Theoretical Framework

2.1 Review of Related Literature

Among quite a wide variety of research works conducted so far at

postgraduate levels within the Department of Foreign Languages and

Literature in Addis Ababa University, the number of total theses found

on feminist literary criticism are rather few. The number when roughly

estimated does not exceed ten. Considering the long tradition of

educational provision in the Graduate School Program at Addis Ababa

University, it is extremely surprising to discover only eight papers, to be

specific, on feminist literary criticism. Further, out of the eight studies on

the image of woman only five were carried out within the context of

Ethiopian Amharic literary history. Moreover, the publication dates of

these five these also reveal another intriguing fact: Nearly all the papers,

with the exclusion of one, were produced only recently from the year

2000 and onwards.

This reality implies a couple of things. One, the small number of studies

shows that much research has not been made to explore the image of

woman in Ethiopian literary works. Second the fact that almost all of the

studies are recent indicates that feminist reading was not taken up by

researchers before and it is a new and recent phenomenon.

In a chronological order, Mulumebet Zenebe's thesis A Comparative

Analysis of the Images of Men and Women in the Works of Some Ethiopian

Women Writers (1996) is the earliest feminist study in Addis Ababa

University. In her paper, Mulumebet took several novels authored by

female novelists to make companson between the images of men and

women. These novels include Owsa and Anguz by Tsehay Melaku and

Tsilmet by Elfinesh Bekure. In her feminist reading, Mulumebet has

adopted 'theme of seduction' and 'culture' as theoretical framework for
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understanding the portrayal of women in these selected literary works.

Mulumebet's finding announces that the majority of female characters in

the novels are generally viewed as 'sex objects' and 'depicted as the

victims of the men's cruelty and ignorance'. Mulumebet also notes that

despite their being victims, most of the women are very determined,

resolute and resilient enough that, with their choice to live

independently, their lives end up happily. Mulumebet, taking this and

the fact that the authoresses have allotted much of the story line to 'the

inner feelings of the women characters' has argued that the writers have

showed clear preference to the female characters over the male ones.

Owing to the emphasis made by feminist literary critics that literature

produced by women should primarily be on the experience of women, the

fact that the authoresses have done just this by riveting much of the

story line to the female characters should not be viewed as a drawback

as Mulumebet had.

Beside Mulumebet's, there are other studies which have taken up the sex

of an author as a criterion for examining literary works. These are The

Images of Female Characters In Films: A case Study Of Two Male-

Authored Amharic Films-Kezkaza Wolafen and Semayawi Feres (2005) by

Tigist Defaru and A feminist Reading of Selected Films: A Case Study Of

Two Female-Authored Amharic Films- Sara and Roman (2007) by Mihret

W. Michael.

While Mihret's attention was on two movies produced by females, Tigist's

criticism focused on two films scripted and directed by males. As a

theoretical framework, Tigist has adopted 'Laura Mulvey's concept of

women as object of male's gaze in mainstream films'. According to her

feminist reading of the two films, Kezkaza Wolafen and Semayawi Feres,

the women in these movies were represented as visionless (without

dreams), 'sex objects', 'failures', 'submissive' and as objects to be

11



possessed and saved or rescued by men. Mehret's analysis of women's

images in the two female-scripted and directed movies, Sara and Roman,

tells, however, quite a different story. In her study, Meheret has

employed several feminist perspectives: African feminist literary theory,

Laura Mulvey's male gaze and Evan-Maria Jacobson's female gaze.

According to Mihret, even though most of the women were depicted as

victims in these films, the central female characters, Sara and Roman,

were portrayed as having unparalleled and incomparable 'strength and

beauty'. For instance, Roman besides being 'strong, independent,

decisive and rational. .. ' was also resilient, determined and goal or career-

oriented who at last became a winner by overcoming all her problems

and accomplishing her dreams. This was also true of Sara.

Mekonnen Zegeye's Images of Women and Plot Structure in the First Four

Novels of Fikere Markos Desta (2001) is another thesis in feminist literary

criticism. Among some of the devices enumerated by Kolody in Rice and

Waugh [2001]as potential tools needed in making a feminist reading,

Mekonen has made his feminist reading based on one of these: culture.

In his discussion, Mekonnen articulates that in these novels the images

of women constitute two aspects. On <;mehand, women from the small

ethnic groups and ethnicities of the Southern state of Ethiopia were

presented as victims of the cultures of their societies as they were viewed

as sex objects and, because of their sex-based roles, confined to home

and home chores. On the other hand, some women from the big

metropolitan cities were portrayed as career-oriented, independent,

rational, 'strong and liberated'.

A similar observation has also been made by Tekle Tesfaledet in his work

The Portrayal of Major Female Characters in Four Amharic Novels (2008).

In this latest feminist study, Tekele has taken a completely new approach

which has not been explored before, to investigate the image of woman in

12



Ethiopian literary works. Like his predecessors, Tekele did not resort to

taking literary works written by a single author or fictional novels

produced at one particular literary period. He rather took four Amharic

novels which range in their publication during the years 1908-1970. In

his study, Tekele stated that his analysis of the image of woman is based

on 'an eclectic mIX or a comprehensive approach of feminist

perspectives'. His diachronic analysis of these four novels shows that

women were portrayed in both positive and negative stereotypes. Listing

out these stereotypes, Tekele writes:

Women are portrayed merely in their biological and

primordial roles. They are depicted as mothers,

wives, mistress and sex objects. [However, they

were also presented] as .strong, virtuous, intelligent

and independent for religious or other thematic

purposes. (p, 99)

The overall outcome of the above account of the five feminist literary

studies on the image of woman in the Ethiopian Amharic novels is that

there exists a tradition of presenting a stereotypical image of woman.

These stereotypes have been mostly negative but with some positive

aspects as well.

Despite the tremendous value these limited research papers have in

terms of shedding light on woman and her image in Ethiopian literary

context, the accounts, particularly those research studies conducted on

fictional novels, provide are not only insufficient in terms of showing the

image of women within the last thirty years but also distant from the

present situation. For instance Mulumbet's thesis (1996) relied upon

three novels written in 1980's: Owasa (1982); Anguz (1984) and Tsilmet

(1985). Similarly, Mekonen's (2001) study included the four novels of

Fekeremarkos Desta that were published within the last fifteen years.

13



One of these theses which actually took several novels for analysis was

Tekle Tesfaledet's The Portrayal of Major Female Characters in Four

Amharic Novels (2008). However, even the results of this study fail to be

applicable to the Amharic novels produced within the last thirty years.

This is because the novels he selected for his study were published

between the years 1908-1970. Even though Tekele's study is broad in its

range, it has only dealt with the image of woman in Ethiopian Amharic

literary works published before 1970.

Therefore, noting the gap of research in Ethiopian Amharic novels that

were published within the last thirty years with reference to the image of

woman, this study aims at revealing how woman has been portrayed in

recent literary works.

For this purpose, three Amharic novels are selected. These novels are

Yewodiyanesh (1978) by Hiale Melekot Mewal, Senselet (1983) by Fekade

Yohannes and Yelot Menged (1998) by Teklu Telahun. The publications

of these novels are according to Ethiopian calendar. As could be observed

from the publication dates of these works, all these novels were produced

within the last thirty years. Moreover, each of the novels belonged

historically to different and successive decades, 1970's, 80's and 90's.

This particular selection, which consists of taking one novel from each of

the three different decades, is made deliberately in this research in order

to obtain a more comprehensive and typical representation of women

during this period of three decades.

2.2 Theoretical Background and Theoretical Framework

2.2.1 Feminism

It is appropriate to note from the available literature, Evans (1997),

Baker (2008) and Cudd and Andreasen (2005) that defining the term

14



feminism is not an easy task. This is .so because the very word rather

than constituting a single, stable meaning which proves to be functional

for all women contains strands of ideas and concepts that are diverse.

Referring to this complex and dynamic aspect of the term 'feminism',

Evans (1997) pointed out:

Feminism has become more complex in its traditions, and

the very word now demands a measure of deconstruction if

we are ever to tease out from it the various appeals that this

diverse movement makes to different constituencies .(p, 63)

Evan's explanation suggests that since nowadays women everywhere are

subdivided into different smaller or mini-groups it is impossible to find

an all-embracing definition of feminism that addresses all of them.

Likewise, Barker's (2008) statement about feminism as "a field of theory

and politics that contains competing perspectives and prescriptions for

actions" resonates the same point. Describing feminism as consisting of

'a number of different meanings' in their book Feminist Theory: A

Philosophical Anthology, Cudd and Andreasen [2005] have also retreated

the fluidity of the word feminism which is already mentioned by Evans

and Baker. However, almost all of these different meanings mark 'key

turning points in the history of feminist thought' [ibid]. From Cudd and

Andreasen's account of feminism it is reasonable to assume that all the

various meanings attributed to feminism have their origin from different

periods of struggles made within the general movement of women's

liberation.

These historical moments In the history of women's movement are

believed to have occurred in 'three waves'. In order to develop an

accurate insight into the concept of feminism, it is therefore very

important to look into these three periods closely. Before setting to do

this, however, it is better to examine some of the general descriptions of
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feminism provided by some scholars.

Evans (1997), for instance, states that feminism has always been 'a form

of protest by women about their exclusion from full citizenship in

Western, bourgeoisie society'. Edgar and Sedqwick (2002), similarly,

identifying the existence of different theories within feminism, state that

to all of these feminists, despite their differences, feminism basically "is

the belief that women are subordinated to men in Western culture" and

that feminism seeks to subvert this situation by constructing a culture

that embraces 'women's desires and purposes'.

From these two general definitions it is obvious that feminism, as its

ultimate objective, gears towards subverting or reforming the existing

culture which has created an unfair patriarchal environment for women

and subsequently replacing this undesirable culture with a new culture

that guaranties woman's participation and place. Below a general survey

is given with a view to looking into the concept of feminism more closely

by taking each of the three feminism movements separately to identify

the essence behind each of these movements.

2.2.1.1 First Wave feminism

There seems to be different accounts among feminists concernmg the

exact time when the first wave feminism emerged. According to Cudd and

Andreasen (2005), the period of first wave feminism is primarily

associated with 'the publication of Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of

the Rights of Women (1792). On the other hand, Sarah (1982), stresses

that to some feminists the 'first wave' feminism began approximately in

'the mid nineteen cen tury'.

Apart from this, Sarah (1982) also challenges the conventional

consideration of women's movement in the second half of the nineteenth

century as the first wave feminism since, to her, there were other

movements made prior to this time although they were all relegated as
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'isolated'. In her argument, she explains that the taken for granted 'first

wave' feminism came to be so due to its convergence with 'a particular

political and economic context-the development of liberalism, capitalism

and social movements in this period' (ibid).

Even though there is a certain degree of disagreement among feminists

themselves as to when exactly the first wave feminism began and

whether the typical first wave feminism is actually the first in its kind in

terms of raising the women's quest for equality, all feminists conclusively

agree upon the positive effects and the ·practical changes it has brought.

As Cudd and Andreasen (2005) point out, committed to seeking for 'equal

political and economic opportunities for women', the first wave feminism

managed to bring women such rights as political suffrage, the right to

own property, the freedom to have education and work, which all of these

women had been deprived of before. Sarah (1982), confirming the

commitment of the first wave feminism towards bringing equality for

women in political and economic spheres, also mentions that the

movement simultaneously had also raised and fought for some other

moral issues regarding the ill-treatment of women both in public and

private life.

According to Sarah (1982), it was courtesy of the first wave feminism that

it became a reality' ... to expose the system of male power and to do

something about it'. However, she still holds that much more about the

first wave feminism is yet oblivious to the public due to lack of 'sufficient

research' and the 'rule of men and male interests' (ibid).

2.2.1.2 Second Wave Feminism

Unlike the first wave feminism, there seems to be no shortage of the

availability of preserved literature on second wave feminism. According to

Evans (1997), this is because, the whole history of second wave feminism

has been 'fully documented both in fiction and non-fiction' of which, she
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continues, Sarah Davidson's Loose Change is the most lucid one in terms

of describing the second wave feminism and 'the emotional and

intellectual' commotion it created in the. United States of America.'

As to when the second wave feminism started, Cudd and Andreasen

(2005) state that the second wave feminism was set into motion 'in 1949

with the publication of Simone de Beauvior The Second Sex. In her work,

de Beauvior disproving the assumptions held hitherto about biology

being the root cause of gender difference articulates that this false

statement has been used for centuries by men to continue their

suppression of women (Lglitzin and Ross 1976).

Apart from The Second Sex, there were also some other works such as

Sexual Politics (1970) by Kate Millet, The Female Eunuch (1970) by

Germaine Greer and The Feminine Mystique (1963) by Betty Freedain, to

mention a few, that were produced during this period and all of which

received mass appeal. According to Evans (1997), while the Feminine

Mystique of Betty Freedain, by showing the depressing condition of white

middle-class women, makes an emotional appeal for more women to get

access to education, The Female Eunuch by Germaine Greer shows how

restricted women were from exercising a desired sex in the patriarchal

system.

Beside these, Kate Millet has demonstrated in her book Sexual Politics

the total annexation of 'public and private life' by men and she used the

term 'patriarchy' to refer to this male-dominated system (Cudd and

Andreasen 2005). Evans (1997) also writes that Millet, through her book,

has examined the extent to which Western literature was filled with

'misogynist' ideology which in return made Millet to be doubtful of 'the

study of literature and literary criticism' in general. Beside the significant

books written during this time, there are some basic markers that

distinguish second wave feminism from its precedent.
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Cudd and Andreasen (2005) have outlined the distinct characteristics of

the second wave feminism into three major areas. The first one is even

though feminists of the second wave considered the effort taken by first

wave feminism as significant in bringing political and legal rights for

women, they did not believe that these measures per se brought about

the needed outcome. This is because the real causes of 'sexist oppression

...are all pervasive and deeply embedded in every aspect of human social

life-including economic, political, and social arrangements as well as

unquestioned norms, habits, everyday interactions, and personal

relationships'. The second point that the feminists in second wave

feminism stressed was bringing an economic reformations that provide

'full economic equality for women' instead of ratifying a one that only

ensures for women sheer 'economic survival' which indeed was the case

in the first wave feminism. The third and the last distinct characteristic

of second wave feminism is, unlike first wave feminism, by managing to

scrutinize the private life which was up to then held as something

political, it succeeded in investigating into various issues like 'institution

of marriage', 'motherhood', 'heterosexual relationships', 'women's

sexuality' and so forth (ibid).

In short, as concluded by Cudd and Andreasen (2005) the objective of

second wave feminism was 'to radically transform almost every aspect of

personal and political life' to liberate women.

2.2.1.3 Third Wave Feminism

According to Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.orgl.third wave feminism began

in 1990's and extends to the present. It has come to raise women's

issues that have been overlooked or ignored in the second wave

feminism. As it has been understood, in the first and second waves

women were campaigning collectively as one unified body against the
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rule of men. The whole idea of second .wave feminism especially can be

summed up with a single word 'patriarchy'. As Evans (1997), referring to

an article on the pitfall of patriarchy, writes that the notion of patriarchy

per se veiling 'individual differences' moves towards one general 'theory of

sexual relation' which claims that' a universal system of patriarchy, and

patriarchal knowledge, oppressed women'.

As a result of preferring to focus on the common experiences of women

with regard to oppression, the third wave feminists argue that the second

wave feminism turned a blind eye to the 'social circumstances' of women

leaving out the experiences, interests and concerns of, for instance,

colored women (Cudd and Andreasen 2005). These feminists, therefore,

were interested in bringing 'diversity ...more central to feminist theory

and politics'. For them, feminism should not be no more identified with 'a

cohesive political and theoretical movement with common liberatory aims

for all women' instead it should embrace 'diversity and allow for

multiplicity of feminist goals.' The third wave feminism is then a counter-

feminism which realizing that women themselves are different from each

other in terms of race, ethnicity, and class tolerates and includes these

differences.

The third wave feminism, however, has been challenged by some critics.

According to Bryson (2003), the fact that the third wave feminism heavily

emphasizes individual differences by undermining the concept of class

identity or 'collective identity' which is very essential for resistance and

change, will ultimately put the overall 'feminists' political commitment'

into jeopardy.

Even though the idea of

2.2.2 Types of Feminism
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all have the same understanding about the actual cause of these

inequalities in the first place. Due to this divergence feminism itself is

branched out into further sub-classes. The most popular ones are

discussed below.

2.2.2.1 Radical Feminism

Radical feminism, as the word 'radical' clearly suggests, is engaged in a

different mode, unlike the other types of feminism, in terms of bringing

equality to women. As to when exactly this feminist theory was

developed, Bryson (2003) states that radical feminism was consciously

postulated in 1960's even though its ideas were already known much

earlier. Similarly, Donovan's (1993) statement "Radical feminist theory

was developed by a group of ex 'movement women' in the late 1960's and

early 1970's, primarily in New York and Boston", beside the time and

place, also describes by whom actually this feminist theory was first

constructed.

In 1960's there were different political and social movements in America

including civil rights movements and anti-war protests. Along side men,

there were women activists in these parties. These women, however,

received ill-treatment from their male compatriots within these

organizations. Recounting the situation of women in theses parties,

Bryson (2003) explains that the only existing roles for these women were

to be 'secretary, housewife or sex objects, serving the political, domestic

and sexual needs of male activists'. And if they attempted to raise

complaints on these Issues, they 'were met with 'contemptuous

treatment' from the men (Donovan 1993). Subsequently, these women

who were part of the civil rights and anti-war movements managed to

organize a revolutionary party with radical feminist theories.

The very distinct characteristics of radical feminism have been classified

by Bryson (2003) into four. The first one is radical feminism claiming to
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have identified patriarchy as the root cause of women's oppression states

to have developed a theory by women and for women that does not

reconcile with the prevailing 'political perspectives and agendas'; second,

radical feminism points that since women's subjection is the most

universal and fundamental, it seeks to terminate the system once and for

all; the third characteristic of radical feminism is its assertion that

women, unlike men, are united as one because of their mutual interests

which they should embrace to struggle for their freedom: the fourth and

the last feature is the exposure of male power not only in public world

but also in private life (ibid).

In accordance with what could be the core features of radical feminism,

Donovan (1993) has similarly considered the following to be the central

'theses' of radical feminism in general:

Patriarchy, or male-domination ... is at the root of women's

oppression, that women should identify themselves as a

subjugated class or caste and put their primary energies in a

movement with other women to combat their oppressor-men;

that men and women are fundamentally different, have

different styles and cultures, and that the women's mode

must be the basis of any society. (p, 64)

2.2.2.2 Liberal Feminism

Not accepting the radical feminists claim that biology is the only factor

that brings differences between men and women, Liberal feminists

argues that it is 'socio-economic and cultural constructs' that produce

these differences (Barker 2008). Upholding the beliefs of liberals as to

freedom being 'a fundamental value' that should be granted to all

citizens, liberal feminists 'insist. on freedom for 'women'

(www:http/ /plato.stanford.edu).
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However, to promote this, liberal feminism does not believe in the total

and complete changing of the entire system. They instead argue that

'laws need to be changed; opportunities simply have to be opened up to

allow women to become equals in society' [www.suite101.comj. Similarly,

referring to Mackinnon (1987, 1991) Baker (2008) writes that the goal of

liberal feminists is bringing 'equality of opportunity for women' in all

fields and this could certainly be materialized within the already existing

'legal and economic frameworks'. According to liberal feminists this could

be accomplished by making legal reformations of those laws that both

impeded the liberty of women by providing 'special privileges' to women

and also by recognizing and altering those aspects of patriarchy that are

intrinsically found In traditions and institutions

[www.plato.stanford.eduj.

2.2.2.3 Marxist Feminism

Unlike radical and liberal feminism, Marxist feminism considers a

different factor as the underlying cause of women's inequality. As

Wekipedia Encyclopidia (www.welipidia.org) states 'Marxist

feminism ... focuses on the dismantling of capitalism as a way to liberate

women'. As can be understood from this, for Marxist feminists the root

cause of inequality is capitalism, an unfair distribution of wealth and

power. Explaining this point furthermore, Wekipedia states:

Marxsist feminists see contemporary gender inequality

determined ultimately by the capitalist mode of

production. Gender oppression is class oppression and

women's subordination is seen as a form of class

oppression which is maintained because it serves the

interests of capitalist and the ruling class.

The above passage shows that since in the world of capitalism women,
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just like men, are forced to serve the interest of the upper classes, their

inequality does not come from no where but from' the capitalist mode of

production'. This attribution of women's inequality to capitalism, of

course, is not the brain-child of Marxist feminism. As stated on the web

site (www.syl.com) 'Marxist feminism arises out of the doctrines of Karl

Mark'. What Marxist feminists have done is by borrowing Marx's ideology

of capitalism they have come to prove that women have been an

oppressed class because of the capitalist system or its mode of

production and distribution.

Finally, it should be realized that there are a number of feminist theories,

more than the three types discussed above, each with its own distinct

approaches to the question of women. Some of them include black

feminism, post-structuralist or post-modernist feminism, post-colonial

feminism, lesbian feminism and so forth.

2.2.3 Patriarchy

In many of the theories formulated by feminists, one element has been

constantly and repeatedly mentioned as the most dominant and

pervasive factor for causing the subjection of women. This system which

brought the inequality of women is referred to as patriarchy.

Patriarchy literally means '...a form of social organization In which the

father or the eldest male is recognized as the head of the family or tribe'

(Websters New World Dictionary 1986). This word alone also denotes

another broader concept, according to feminists. As Edgar and Sedgwick

(2002) mentioned, patriarchy implies to the large proportion of feminists

'the way in which societies are structured through male domination over,

and oppression of women'. Confirming the same notion of patriarchy

Wekipedia Encyclopedia [www.en.wikipedia.org] also writes 'patriarchy is

most likely a reflection of deeper expectations of formal male dominance
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in a wider range of social relationships'. From these two versions of what

patriarchy is, it is clear to note that this word stands to mean a system of

human organization where power in all aspects of life is captured by

men.

Even though the word patriarchy has been used for so long to mean 'rule

of father' or 'rule of old men over young', it was ,in fact, Kate Millet who

took the term patriarchy and managed to postulate that the same word

could also indicate men's power control over women in a society

(Donovan 1993).

On the basis of certain studies published by some scholars, it is possible

to determine some of the characteristics of patriarchy which will

subsequently help in identifying whether a society is patriarchal or not.

According to Johnson's book The Gender Knot posted on the web

[www.books.google.corn.et L'a society is patriarchal to the degree that it

promotes male privileges by being male-dominated, male-identified and

male-centered. It is also organized around an obsession with control and

involves as one of its key aspects, the oppression of women'. In addition

to this, patriarchy is also considered as a society that divides and labels

the whole characteristics of a person as masculine or feminine, valuing

the qualities of the former one while devaluing the qualities of the latter

(www.veg.source.com) .

Lglitgin and Ross (1976) also writing their own model for determining

whether or not a society is patriarchy state that a society is patriarchy if

there exists within that society sexual division of labor, expression of

women's identity based on their relationships with men or prevalent

views about women preferring private life over public affairs.

Relating to the factors which have actually helped patriarchy to be

persistent during all these centuries, different researchers have
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considered different factors as the pnmary causes. Taken collectively

these factors, according to Lglitgin and Ross (1976), include biology,

culture, religion and the shift of society from community-based

production to private-led production.

2.2.4 Feminist literary criticism

Feminist critics In general believe that literature and literary criticism

have been used for many years as vital and essential modes for

perpetuating patriarchal ideologies. They argue that the discipline of

literature, which has been viewed as independent and free, is not

actually free and, in fact, has been the subservient of the culture of the

society all these years. This perspective has been expressed in various

books written by renowned feminist critics such as Josephine Donovan,

Catherine Belsey and Jane Moore.

In the book she edited Feminist Literaru Criticism Exploration of Theory

and Practice (1989), Josephine states this feminist assertion as follows:

Feminists believe that women have been locked off in a

condition of lesser reality by the dominant patriarchal

attitudes and customs of our culture. We find these

attitudes and customs reified in the institutions of

literature and literary criticism. (p, 74)

Similarly, discussing Kate Millet's Sexual Politics (1970), Bryson (2003)

writes that, according to Kate, beside other things 'education' and

'literature' have been very instrumental in strengthening the 'values' of

patriarchy by ingraining them into the behaviors of both men and

women. As a result of this discovery, feminists came to develop a new

awareness about literature and literary criticism.

They come to realize that the notion of literature held so far as being 'a
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repository of timeless truth', 'neutral' and simple 'depictions of reality'

was actually incorrect and instead literature by being a cultural product

shows how societies perceive and affect each other (Catherine and Belsey

1997). Since this new literary criticism has emerged based on the

perspective and experience of women, it can be considered as a counter

production. In fact that is why Anderson (1977) calls feminist literary

criticism 'a retort' or Donovan (1989) refers to it as 'a mode of negation'

to the already established literary canon.

This resistance was necessary and justified because as Cheri Register

[1989] pointed out, the tradition of literature has been filled with 'female

stereotypes' that are both positive and negative, and likewise the

tradition of literary criticism not only has failed to 'discuss female writers

as writers without regard to their sex' and recognize 'many female writers

altogether' but it also has made 'universal statements' based on male

expenences only. Therefore, as Toril Moi, cited on

[www.members.tripod.com] defines "feminist literary criticism ...is a

special kind of political discourse, a critical and theoretical practice

committed to the struggle against patriarchy and sexism ..' or as Sharon

Spencer (cited on the same web page) describes feminist criticism

'attempts to set standards for literature that is as free as possible from

biased portraits of individuals because of their class, race or sex'.

From the views of these two scholars it is then obvious that feminist

literary criticism aims at, first, identifying the presence of patriarchy

ideology in literature through analysis of the ways women are

represented in literary works and, second, prescribing ways in which

literature should allow fair portrayal of individuals no matter what their

sex, class and race are.

According to Annette Kolodny in Browns and Olson (1977), works that

could be referred to as feminist literary criticism include:
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(1) any criticism written by a women, no matter what the

subject; (2)any criticism written by a woman about a

man's book which treats that book from a 'political' or

'feminist' perspective; and (3)' any criticism written by a

woman about a woman's book or about female authors in

general. (p, 37)

Annette's description of which works could actually be considered

feminist literary criticism completely rests on one factor, that is the

criticism is written by a woman. Even though some feminists agree on

this point with Annette, there are others who do not. For instance,

Ruthven, a male feminist critic, argues that a feminist criticism should

not be necessary taken as 'women's work' but should rather be viewed

'as of any revolutionary criticism' which attempts 'to subvert the

dominant discourses ... ' (www.members.tripod.com) .

Despite this contention, there have been many books published on

feminist literary criticism by both male and female writers. However, not

all of these works focus on identical issues. Some are directed on

assessing women's image in literature while others investigate the

criticism given on female writers. This very fact shows that within the

domains of feminist literary criticism exist different sub-classes.

Describing these subcategories, Cheri Register in Donovan (1989) writes:

Feminist criticism has three distinct subdivisions, each

with its own target ... (l) the analysis of the "image of

women ... (2) the examination of existing criticism of

female authors. (3) The third type ...is a "prescriptive"

criticism that attempts to set standards for literature that

is "good" from a feminist view point. (p, 2)
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Since this study aims at examining "image of women" in selected fictions

in Amharic, effort will be made below to discuss some of the notable

works produced in image of woman.

2.2.4.1 'Image of women' Criticism

Cheri Register (1989) states that of all kinds of feminist literary criticism

" 'the image of woman' approach was the earliest form". According to an

article posted on the web (www.members.tripod.corn}, the origin of this

particular feminist literary criticism could be dated far back to the time

of ancient Greece and Rome when Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas first

depicted the nature of female. Literary works such as Aristophanes's

comedy Lysistrata' and 'Aeschylus's trilogy the Oresteia' could also be

considered as 'the earliest examples of feminist criticism'. From a

feminists' point of view, it is possible to take Aristotle's statement, 'The

female is female by virtue of a certain lack of qualities' or 'St. Thomas

Aquinas's assertion that woman is an 'imperfect man' as the earliest

negative stereotypes of woman (ibid).

Among the earliest feminist literary criticism on the image of woman in

literature, Christine de Pisan's work was believed to have stood out from

the others. Christine de Pisan was born in 1364 in France and she lived

supporting herself and her children through her writings and, apart from

being 'the first critic to speak of Dante', she had also argued with writers

such as Jehan de Meun over 'the unfair description of the feminine

character' in the works of these artists (Anderson in Brown and Olson

1977). An excerpt from Pison's argument was cited by Anderson as

follows:

Thus women are often ill-spoken of by many people and

quite unjustly. It's word of mouth and also often written

...Let gentlemanly preachers talk I say ...That woman's
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nature is most generous. (9)

This type of feminist literary criticism was also taken up by other critics

in the subsequent period. In the seventeenth century both Esther

Sowernam and Bathsua Makin upon reading many classical texts

discovered that women were 'identified' with 'powerful deities and

influential muses', and later in the last decades of eighteenth century

Mary Wollstoncraft articulated that 'sentimental novels' presented

women as 'helpless and silly' (Catherine and Belsey 1997).

The tradition of examining the image of woman in literature not only

persisted particularly in the twentieth century but also flourished as

many feminist critics followed this practice and produced many works.

Some of the most prominent feminist .readers of the twentieth 'century

include Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own (1929), Simone de

Beauvior's The Second Sex (1949), Mary Elleman's Thinking about Women

(1966) and Kate Millet's Sexual Politics (1970).

According to Lynn (2004), Simone de Beauvior has shown in her

masterpiece The Second Sex (1949) that women all these years have been

portrayed in the tradition of literature '... as either Mary or Eve, the

angelic mother or the evil seductress'. Lynn refers to these two positive

and negative stereotypes as 'idealization (woman as saint) and misogyny

(women as monster). Similarly, Cheri Register (1989) has also

underscored the same point after discussing some of the great works on

the image of woman. These feminist reading Cheri relied upon include

Mary Ellmann's Thinking about Women (1968), Leslie Fiedler's Love and

Death in the American Novel (1966), Kate Millett's Sexual Politics (1970)

and Katherine M. Rogers The Troublesome Helpmate. In conclusion,

Cheri states that in the tradition of American Literature women, on the

one hand, have been represented as 'the Rose and the bitch' and, on

another hand, they have also been portrayed as 'the Lily-the fair haired
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maiden, the symbol of feminine purity, the woman-as-muse ...'

The reading of these important feminist critical approaches to the image

of women in the American novels clearly indicates that there has been a

long tradition in American literature to depict two extreme images of

women in literary works. These two extremes are considered by feminists

as stereotypes: one is a positive stereotype; the other is a negative one.

To investigate the image of women, different feminists suggest different

theoretical frameworks. While Carolyn Heliport and Catharine Simpson

in Josephine Donovan (1989) state looking into texts for the existing

attitude towards 'sexuality' and 'sex roles', Kolody in Rice and Waugh

(2001) cited by Mekonen (2001) lists 'ideology', 'class', 'force' and 'culture'

as important tools in feminist reading.

In this study to exam me the image of women in the three Amharic

novels, sex roles and patriarchal culture have been adopted as .the two

major strands in its theoretical framework.
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Chapter Three: Image of Woman in three Amharic Novels:

Yewodiyanesh, Sense let and Yelot Menged

This chapter is devoted to analyzing the image of women characters in

three Ethiopian Amharic novels. These novels are Yewodiyanesh (1978)

by Hiale Melekot Mewal, Senselet (1983) by Fekade Yohannes and Yelot

Menged (1998) by Teklu Telahun. To make an objective analysis, a

theoretical framework from feminist perspective has been adopted. The

feminist elements or tools employed during the close reading of these

novels include cultural altitudes and gender-biased sex roles. Since the

three literary works selected for this study represent three different

decades, 1970's, 1980's and 1990's, the analysis follows the

chronological order. This type of approach is believed to provide the

image of woman across time and to show the historical trend for

comparison and contrast later. To provide the general picture about the

themes of these three novels, the synopses of these fictional narratives

are also presented.

3.1. A Synopsis of the Novel

The title of the first novel Yewodiyanesh is also the name of the central

female character Yewodiyanesh in the novel. Thus, Yewodiyanesh is the

eponymous heroine of the novel.

The narrative Yewodiyanesh begins with a girl named Yewodiyanesh,

poor and emaciated, was hired as a maid servant by a rich family. The

master and the mistresses of this family were imbibed with aristocratic

values. Their son Getahun, however, believed in the equality of all

human beings. As time passed the meek, shy and hard working
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Yewodiynesh won the heart of every one. Further, Yewodiyanesh's

unfolding beauty indeed caught the eyes of the men, especially Getahun.

The Getahun who had a flirting nature started an affair with

Yewodiyanesh which turned step by step into romance without anyone

else's suspicion. To pursue their secret love interests, Getahun and

Yewodiyanesh had secret rendezvous. One night they both slept together.

Some months later it was discovered that Yewodiyanesh was pregnant.

The mistress of the house, to keep the scandal from reaching others,

particularly her own husband, literally kicked Yewoidyanesh out of the

house right away. This shocking discovery also adversely affected the

relationship between mother and son.

After five months of time, no sooner Getahun had found Yewodiynesh

than was she convicted to five years imprisonment for abandoning her

newly born child. Gethaun, however, stood by her side faithfully till she

got released. After her release, Gethun and Yewidiyanesh rented a house

and started living together bringing up their orphaned child.

Though hostile in the beginning Gethaun's mother, upon hearing the

whole story had at last a change of heart and accepted Yewodyanesh and

her new grandson, but Getahun's father, infuriated and enraged by the

whole disgraceful affair, refused to do so adamantly, and died finally

after having a stroke.

3.1.1. Cultural Attitudes and Sex Roles in Yewediyanesh

As Lillington and Ross (1976) pointed out, and as already discussed in

the previous chapter, one distinct quality of patriarchy is its intrinsic

ideology that women should stay in the private sphere of life while men

should engage themselves in public affairs. This patriarchal ideology in a
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society predetermined the image and predestined the role of women only

to be a wife and mother devoted to the house chores.

This type of gender-biased sex roles which highly characterize a

patriarchal society have also been dominant in this novel. While in the

novel Yewodiyanesh almost all of the female characters were basically

associated with house and all its activities, the men characters, on the

other hand, were identified with other roles except household chores. The

male roles include public affairs such as having professional careers and

holding important public positions. To substantially show the portrayal

of women with respect to domestic affairs in the novel Yewodyanesh,

passages from the narrative that clearly depict the roles of each of these

female character will be illustrated and discussed below.

3.1.1.1 W/ ro Tekabech: wife, mother and mistress of the house

Among the female characters in Yewodiyanesh, Wfro Tekabech is a

major character. Wfro Tekabech was the wife of Ato Yayeh Yirad and the

mother of Gethun and Yewibnesh. On top of this, as a wife and mother

with no education and career, the activities of W/ ro Tekabech were

confined to the household only. Hence: throughout the novel the role of

W/ ro Tekabech can be observed distributed from being a wife, to being a

mother and a mistress of the house.

As mentioned above, one of the roles of Wfro Tekabech was being the

mistress of the house. The daily preoccupation of W/ ro Tekabech, as a

result of this, involved staying at home and supervising things. Even

though all the household chores were executed by the maids, it was

Wfro Tekabech, through assigning different types of work to the maids,

oversaw the whole activities.
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WI ro Tekabech's duty in directing the maids what to do and generally

looking up the house works could be recognized in this one instance:

~\c;.,;r, "ut flM"'} 'I,p"e ~\'H'.°'i.r(IJ{· "'}J'..o'l.6"W)-/:

uo/1;.1··I-/It.\ ~\t.\;J:t.\II'?"'},e'L?" "'M}';?" lIuJ (,. "·;;:,e·,:

~\!ltlfl. (IJ.t.\~·l· tt,et.\ nS(IJ' 'hCt.\·f· (IJLI.'.::

«~lflll. ·l·'}7i C'!Cfl M"(.u.: "fll'I''}?'' ~\(.J:\;flt.\'}

·n" ~1C;·/; fl'l'c;'/c Il~\'Ht.\". ~\'}.I.'.Il'/'1(}(IJ. 'uJ'U,:: (20)

I could not follow what my mother and sister were talking

about. The Coffee was brewed without my eyes and my mind

being taken off of the maid servant,. When my mother said

"Bring something to eat, lit also the scent" I became aroused

like a person who just woke up from sleep. (p, 20)

Or another instance:

L II?" "t'I '1.11. nO'1' ;./'C; n1/?";.1· nUD·fuDm. UD"

~I!-J"r'; n.I.'.',}'H·;;: ·l·'1II. {""roLL uDM» ~lC;r/; IIm.1.'.

ao ~~;J' n..J. ,n·} 'n" «~l fll L ~l 'III. ,f"} I•.·1·
~I;'·cn· nr:f(IJ·» 'n" ,"uDt'I(})·.:: (20)

My whole body looked as though it was overwhelmed with

sudden sadness for I had sat in quietness and silence for a

long while. My mother, appearing from the bed room, said "tell

them (the maids) to serve dinner" and went back. (p, 20)

WIro Tekabech's engagement in the household activities is also repeated

in other parts of the narrative. For instance, following Ato Yayeh Yirad's

(the master's) good fortune on one of the religious days, it was a wont in

the family to throw a religious party and celebrate this day annually with

close friends and family members. However, the majority of the work at

this time is again rested on the shoulder of WI ro Tekabech and the other

• The page numbers given throughout this chapter refer to the text of narrative, Yewodiyanesh,

1978 published by Kuraz publishing Agency.
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women. Similarly, the scene described at the beginning of the second

chapter also clearly manifests the prevalence of sex-biased roles in this

rich family.

It was morning and the master of the house, Ato Yayeh Yirad before

going out, was expecting his usual breakfast. But, unlike always, the

meal was not served to him right on time. Realizing this the master

became angry and complained to his wife: «9UI,OJ' O,e? l'OJ'C9u ~l,e.f!..b\

~1/~? '1~{l .f!.."lCfO 1Wu -ov.. AfTJ('·? (v'WJ'{l ~1(}'1O;(? ~ll>·vi~ ~l/fVi~· {lIt n·']
AhAhA? (10) (Why? isn't it shameful? Must I have to call for you today?

Let other things be it's ok? How could I be denied a single cup of coffee?)

(p, 10).

The master's complaint obviously expressed his reprimand or

disapproval, in the fist place, for not having his breakfast served to him.

It also shows his irritation for having to call to them, the women, in order

to get his breakfast. Both Ato Yayeh Yirad's complaint and the fact that

Wfro Tekebech, dreading her husband's anger, have the breakfast served

to her husband later with the help of her daughter and the maids

absolutely proved without any doubt that the task of serving food and

looking after the needs of a husband was the job of a wife.

Besides being the mistress of the house who supervised the activities in

the house, W/ ro Tekabech is also portrayed as a wife and a mother. This

automatically means that the image and the role of Wfro Tekabech was

completely identified in terms of her relationship with the two men in her

life- her husband and her son. This type of image formation or role

allocation again has been described by Ligligtin and Ross (1976) in their

book Women in the World: A Comparative Analysis or by Johnson in The

Gender Knot posted on the web (www.book.google.com.et). as one feature

of patriarchal society.
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As a mother, besides taking care of her son's basic needs, Wfro

Tekabech continuously reminded her son Gethaun to marry a nice lady

from a noble background and start a family of his own. Even though her

preference and her son's preference did not mach, W/ ro Tekabech did

finally accept her son's marriage to Yewodiyanesh the maid. wfro

Tekabech's confession, in which she explains as to why she had a

sudden change of heart towards Yewdiyanech, clearly indicates that her

initial reaction was motivated by the fact that as the wife of Ato Yayeh

Yiard, the honorable and respected nobleman, and as a mother to her

son, she thought, she had a duty to safe guard the family's reputation.

The resistance W/ ro Tekabech showed all the time from throwing out

Yewodyanesh to verbally rebuking her son for the affair compleletly

emanated from her role as a wife and a.mother. It did not come from her

as an individual woman. In fact she had pushed aside her personal

feelings towards Yewodiyanesh. This could be traced in one of the

conversations she had with her children later.

~,t\9" {JOY. 'IL.'?: 00 If 't- ~ro· ~I':C:. O'ltIlvY <f.'}~: ',OL:r·

flli'i Yfu e.e-s: t\:(>:. /J7L.f?.· ,/.t\/J{J!l{J ~,,~AIlA ·or.·
'io» ~I':C:. 9",:(>: .eronVI;:I·t\? IIU" 00:/:9" (;J;)/p;J' ',ro·
NI/.. vu: 11.eJ...t\?oro· 11!lllt ;:I,·,1f OILY "I,e
II ,'Jr)' (\Ill, ',OL'f.:: (265)

She was quite beautiful had it not been for her name maid.

Had I been not worried about what people would say about

the son of Ato Yayeh Yirad messing around with a maid, what

is wrong with her? We are now indeed chatting since it was all

gone, right? Respectful, obedient and, besides, she was shy.

(p,265)

The same behavior of W/ ro Tekabech as a woman who involved in

responding to things as a wife or as a mother rather than as her own

person could similarly be deduced from another conversation:
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,~·C'm·{} O.If'i }\'I:i 9u
'} fOJ~1'Ii··:~noM I)'!

••••·H· 'oru '/nc (1m· ~I,eLP/.·m·p/.. fLP/.·~·l·:: h'l.o'l

(I).j·n. M!"••••II. ,e(l}P';h:\:: II/tcli""} '7'\'9" vnc..

no(.\'). },·}J'.If'1 ;J'1'(I {'LP/'.+ '/i":: g.ccVl lI'il-t;J' !:\'f!:' ~i··(290-91)

What do you think she did to me? It was for your sake that I

had done what no one would to anyone. I personally love her

instead. We get along well. Her face, she looked as though

God made her with his clean hands. She is a beautiful girl. (p,

290-91)

Wfro Tekabech's admission here reveals that throughout the narrative

she was putting the interest of her husband and her son first rather than

hers. In another context also the image of Wfro Tekabech is portrayed as

a wife: when Wfro Tekabech teased her husband over a certain issue.

One night when the whole family was having coffee together, Ato Yayeh

Yirad by a slip of tongue admirs the beauty of yewdiyaniesh.

,e{ !:\ :(>:. }\ '} >'.,·1·~I01](, fl1' '! IIn.n 00 M i'·
~,.e,e.!:\ }\'}>'.,'! }\'}P"U l'I0ooz. {'aooMi" Cj,l'Cj! (41)

How beautiful this girl looked? She looks beautiful, does not

she? She looks just like lemon!" (p,41)

Wfro Tekabech, on the other hand, remembering her husband's previous

extra-marital affairs and suspecting that this might be repeated,

especially after this kind of speech, scolded her husband. The angry

husband however argued ". fll1.i1+ 7nc; h;:r:f- c;:/. .eq6\ I,nc il'" '1/

nil"'c;es ;:r11·nh,'ri! ),--}p.,·i· :1'6\ tl'i' ·wd ·n;:rl706\m~~ i,/5!():/' 117J1: ;JC

;J'OJ'CP~~? (48), (It was said that a wife hides her husband's dirty laundries.

But I am a bit resentful towards you in myoid age! Because one word

slipped my tongue, you suspect me with a maid.) What could be observed

from this single situation is that not only Wfro Tekabech was presented

as a wife in relation to Ato Yayeh Yirad but also the idea of "what a wife's
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image should be like" was imposed on her by her husband. According to

Ato Yayeh Yirad's definition of a wife, it should be a wife's duty to conceal

her husband's affairs no matter how disgraceful they are. Rather than

talking openly about her husband, a wife should keep his business a

secret. In another instance, the powerlessness of W/ ro Tekabech in

terms of actively participating or having a say in the financial matters of

the family is also explicitly stated by her son Getahun, the narrator.

~lC;rL' n'7(lro· If 'I OUOC/;l.(IJ' Illl,e 'M.£.-uoU fo'/tI·)·

00'0')' ft\.II~'Iluolf'/·?" Oll.e «m,'},e,.u ftlro· '/·p,.e

ro'c'l'l' ().r),C; t.\:t>: h~·.'} aoM?" I'M')'?"» M?"r)'fJA

t\9"C; aoU07,'(IJr), h'}:CL fuoroo'} g:Ci'i fllr).?":: (9)

Since my mother had no right in complaining about in just of

anything else and since she was also told that 'on matters of

this a chid and a woman should not put their hands', all she

had to do is beg for money. (p, 9)

Ato Yayehi Yirad's belief emphatically epitomized patriarchal ideology

that completely restricted woman's role to just only making a house.

3.1.1.2. Yewodiyanesh: from an inferior meek maid to housewife

Yewodiyanesh is another major female .character in this novel. With her

sheer abject poverty, Yewodiyanesh came into the story as a young

peasant woman hired as a maid servant in Wfro Tekabech's family. The

portrayal of yewodiyanesh starts from a description of her abnormally

thin body. The whole picture is described very minutely by the narrator

Getahun that it arises a sense of repugnance as well pity. Yewodiyanesh

literally was a bag of bones in rags as could be understood from the

following passage:

fll·I'·;J: M:uu,). '7A'/A ·/·IIA1//'\" Il·i.l'.r'I'IfH· t'j'}fJ

OAllm· (fl'/!£. '{'A )np.:,,-·,I' ,I»>(m· /lm·c'l'!'

·h'..:'·"-:o/ (I)'!"!" .f.p' 'f1~: \'tI/lo· ,euuMtI· ...
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"'0'Ll).. lI~l:t t'\,e flUDJ'.'I'.~~.fll,flC fJl'lm' ~l:t

t'\f, h~~'~1flfll °'l"lC:~:r·'·;J.~UD+ ~,'I"H·;r t.'l'mm·
f,;J'YI'I' om·'/:t flfll~'t'\t'\M\'UD I'll\'I: Mill· 'I fl.II.

~"fl7r.}. flllluD h.~'<t:fluD'l',fI<;·III '?l '7 (IN')'!'

{""uDIIII rh1iJ.),·}·'FJ'l:~:' ,euDMt\ (21: 23)

Her fingers were darkened like chopped up meat after several

days. Her arms looked like bones covered up in skin after the

flesh was carved out. Since her dress was torn around her

chest her collar bone glared like a bent pillar. Looking at her

body generally, the dirt on it made it look as though it was a

piece of log pulled out of a swamp. (p, 22-23)

With the progress of the narrative, yewodiyanesh's behavior also

unfolded. Unlike the former maid, she was presented as meek, compliant

and hard working. These qualities of Yewodiynes helped her to win the

hearts and minds of her new family. Getahun, the narrative voice, clearly

observes this in his narrative:

(Pt\ ~l~C~11~1'I)',r-i'O(l11' PI., U'I'I' fl'l'1,1"1:

tlUDiJ(.··}' flUD;t:1.UDt'\m' (l.·",'''fl .~iJ "'0'5
nrn- U'I'I' m,~~'r 1'{k}'C;'PC; ;:J''11r'1~t l'I-I·m,~."(>:·'/:t

{PC; 9°h1,r-}- '/fl<;·:: (32)

After some considerable time, the whole family became

pleased by her ability to do works assigned to her carefully

...... every body loved her, her politeness and meekness were

the reasons for her adornment by others. (p, 32)

The first image of Yewodiyanesh portrayed, therefore, IS that of a

submissive maid. On top of this, there was also another side of

Yewodiyanesh which caught particularly the attention of the men. This

was the blooming beauty of Yewodiyanesh. At this moment in the

narrative, Yewodiyanesh came to be viewed by the men differently. The

three men in the house, Ato Yayeh Yired (the master), Getahun (the son)

and the guard as well as some of the quests who visited the family to

attend some celebrations started to gaze at Yewodiyanesh with sexual
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desires. Yewodiyanesh thus became a sex object. For instance, it IS

possible to identity only those passages that offer the portrayal of

Yewodiyanseh as a sex object in the eyes of Getahun only. Getahun,

watching every step of Yewodiyanesh closely from the day she came into

the house, notes the change in her beauty as follows:

r(l).li ..f",n fl-)'J. :"C()'l >l~r:ooL~lr{H"1III\ >lOTJL

V'hvrc (I)'f1:l5 '/:Te:C)(P IlNl.~~.m·nr). £,.1-) HI n,I'I'J

>lfll'}00' 00111':: '}"r.""r;r: (/"1\ ·nl\(I)· n,}·,n·hn·h f(l)nl'r'r}'

g.(JUc) P'.? I11L'/: •.... IlU·I\·9° nl\,e .~(] rO'L,('01(1)'C)

rOlL0l7CIl(l)' "J, n~.'}"J;J' {]NI'} l11,e·oo."n6T.I, I\,e VOTJ.,{]L "J111'+

r(l)·n:t A~ 9°,(.'a.:"', C);f(l)· ~C;C:(]'hJJn19°

,eu·, tvt-ost;«: nl-)I\:t ")'c)'l:c) >ll-)'I,.~· 1l(IJ,~.f (I),~.u

II.I\(IJ' h '}.~ (IJ,e, rhL"J .£.{] ,el\t\:: (36)

The bodily figure of Yewodiyanesh developed and became

beautiful. Her natural beauty and attractiveness popped out

gradually from the bushes they ware hidden behind. Her filled

up cheeks were marked with youth blood and flesh. What was

very pleasing and capturing above all was the dimples that

appeared on her cheeks as she laughed smilingly. (p, 35)

The movement of her-body from side to side as she climbed up

and down the stairs looked very pleasing like a vine plant. (p,

36)

Ever since Getahun noticed Yewodiyanesh's beauty, he developed a

sexual drive towards her. The previous image he had about her was

completely replaced by a new one: a sex object. He recounted this change

as follows: r~\~"';t (TO.", ,~" f (7DLl~,Li'i(l)" 5.'.L P. .e~t\ h'19u
;" fl&A· flCut·'LS

flVI1'L.?' "'.e rl·UDilCtH'.. f',flLaJ' ilu~"', &.oqo rl·(\(I)·qD ~\V·ri aJ)'. t.\~ J»;JCC

mf!.o?' fl;JJ',t\ (50). (Her physical development reached its peak. The pity

and compasstionate feeling I had a year ago was now compeletly replaced

by lust.)This new image of Yewodiyanesh as an object of sexual desire

was also similarly reflected by Getahun -in another context:
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••• YOJPr,J"/ii f'h~ OJ.'/ Murr;.l· ~,tJ;.I·(/lfl'l··'}OJIII

~,v~/H'~,II/\t\~ OJ·tJIIl,!?h'}o1'tJ:Nl, "f!:ool.:: \'t\fl,

noo;.l'+ ~rr~·)· '/'IlOJrn ~,Vn-·°'l..nlll.l/ '/'IC r'/"/t'\fl~

g,ootJt.\ ~'Y":~"'~fll f'O'J •.P:"flrn'nrr '/'IC OJI. I.~~:: Yourrl'!'.t\ ~'} ~11:(>:lr

{ntlll (/la,,'1 I\,e M·"?""lt.\ ~~OJ(/I'I'·:: It~\-u: rr~~ htJlt IrtJ O'J·Z:
M';)')':: flrrt+ OJ/.· l' (I)·tJrl' (\OJ"/:1: ~\1,v,. nootlOJfll' fl"l?"

·/·J..'/~'It·:: (39)

Yewodiyanesh brought me water to wash my hands. As soon

as she left, my body began to make a special movement deep

inside. The rate of my heart beat changed. As if I was in fits or

convulsion, I was overwhelmed by restiveness. After putting

the meal she brought me on the small table, she left. I

watched her from the tip of her toes to the top of her hair. I

was amazed by the way her body changed within few moths.

(p,39)

The fact that Yewodiyanesh did become an object of sexual desire did

also bring with it another point. While the men like the guard and

Getahun were made to make a move towards Yewodiynesh to achieve

their ends, Yewodiyaneh besides being portrayed as a sex object, was

also presented as a flower to be plucked or fruit ripe to be tasted. Even

though Yewodiyanesh herself, as she admitted later, felt affection for

Getahun, without doing anything about it, she concealed it for long till

Getahun himself asked her for love. This circumstance in the story

shows Yewodiyneash as passive.

The other feature of Yewodiyanesh prominent throughout the narrative

was her inferiority and her overwhelming emotions. The peasant

background and the rough childhood Yewodiyanesh had along with other

factors made her to feel and act as an inferior. However, rather than

seeing yewodiyanesh to subvert this inability on her own accord it was

her husband Getahun and his best friend Gulelat who were seen as her

mentors, and kept insisting on her to change her personality. In fact in
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one of the context, Getahun described that his friend Gulelat rn;r:r'rl'c;
r'I'11r'r/' qu& 'I,<)~t';\'/;trl' 7,'~.eCc; ;h.eOJ-:t ronht, rhY.,OJ1' 7"~.elf' nOTJo·n

(rOJ~.Y'/li·}) y"onnt·;h;"\ (193). (In order not to have inferiority and

submissiveness be her permanent personality, he advices Yewodiyanesh.)

Besides this, yewodiyanesh also tended to be emotional when faced with

problems. Rather than gripping her teeth to challenge them, giving in

and weeping, she experienced a state of.paralysis.

For instance, when Getahun announced that, for both of them to receive

their child back from the orphanage, she had to see the administrators:
«,Q.~ 7"J?,OJLe..n·l, r(j::rA '1 A '11'1 ~,I-],,;t rl'nOTJe',<" AOTJ.e.."1o,qcp ~,1',1-]1' n.A

1',4~Lr-tr-t» (241) (Her body shrunk like a lamb in a downpour. Her

habitual tears falls down saying do not touch her.) It was after Getahun's

encouragement and persuasion that she finally agreed to go. Similarly,

when every time Getahun insisted that all of them, l.e Getahun,

Yewodiyanesh and their child- should visit his parents and reveal the

news about their marriage and their new life, and confront them if they

refused, Yewodiynesh would either remain silent or weep. However, no

sooner had Getahun forwarded his persuasion than she was compelled

to concede.

Beside her quality to consider herself less than others and was afraid of

confronting her problems, Yewodiyanesh was also largely presented as a

woman who only knew how to do the household chores. In the house of

Wfro Tekabech, Yewodiyanesh was a maid servant and later when she

began life with Getahun the only job she executed well was looking after

the house while her husband Getahun was completely preoccupied with

the mission of confronting his parents.

\,(l},(~.Y'I·{i II(I('·'/·~:.e,'/; ;JC (lrJuuvn· 9U'1·W; rJl1(1]'\\ i'd-Lfl'

IrlrJ/J·Hd, (It'!,e If(;- (lml'n·/: MI·/-(.·L1l Lh:/: rr,e'l. (I] 'HI II· (26H-

269)
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(I),e?U °'l.e.·n.·)· (I)·fl'r uolf'S'.'} O'/·I'I9°}'. "J?"')' M(I)'}U' ••.• JlfI"J CJfI

.~?u{J ,/·I1I/'./J· (I)~.J'(l). IH'i/: ·nta «')'171 /»/.. n.rll. ,e1C '/(lh>

M\'l··~ (271)

Together with the maid, yewodiyanesh served food and drinks.

Since the food and drink served were more than what I had in

mind, I became already satisfied just by looking at it. (p, 268-

269)

For I knew she was in the kitchen I called for her loudly ...

coming up immediately she said "I had a small thing to do".

(p,271)

Narratives of this kind in the novel clearly prove that Yewodiyanesh, after

becoming a wife, was primarily caught up in the household chores.

3.1.1.3 Yewibeneh: student and supportive sister

The third female character in the novel Yewodiyanesh is Yewibnesh, the

younger sister of Gethaun. Even though, like all the other female

characters in the story, Yewibnesh is also depicted as a woman whose

role is , much of the time, associated with household chores, there are

some other distinct images of her own.

In one aspect Yewibnesh's image is similar to that of the other female

characters. Like them, she was identified with the household work. Some

passages in the narrative indicate this could be traced as follows:

\'(I)..fl'I'{j n''l(l)''} ~lflll?"'H'~ »s-i»: nOIl·1. '/~C{l ,e.'I
.e.L('\'!'· (11) .....

h'l'/; ~I'}.~ ~l'}CI"JCI (J).fI· 'P'P ~I:"CCJ ,hcN":J'fI:r- ...

\'(I) ..fl'I'{j n?'l ''''''9°fT] ~11.'?· (jO'l.e(e r.r.\,C:/· fl')'lluo1/9° J'.C·Y·

\'<7'1.'Pi/: s: ,),uoMtI:-'-' (18) ..... ~1°'111f1'I" II'I..'? :-,-. f:?OC' n '/,'}'1

u,.0.'} ~1t.\;J f'?U;1"/'1'&.(1)' ~lU'/; '/OL'l'· (21)

My mother arrived with the breakfast while Yewibesh was

pouring out the coffee... (p, 11)

Bringing one big bowl of cotton seeds, my other was

separating the seeds from the cotton. Sitting beside my
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mother yewibnesh was sewing a blue clothe. When looked,

she resembled a poor person patching up rages. (p, 18)

It was my sister who made our beds following the departure

of Amakelech. (p,21)

Not only did Yewibnesh do the household activities but had also

commanded the maids on what to do as well just like her mother w/ ro

Tekabech.

On the other hand Yewibnesh is also presented as a girl who was

schooled and was an avid reader. In fact, if she was not busy with the

household work, Yewibnesh would be either doing her school

assignments or reading fiction as the following passages note this:

(JJ,ellC' f'(JJ"fl,~C f'i'ii'ihv·'} V"I,;J' flJj:((JJ· J'JI·fl()(JJ·I-JL,?'lm· fl;)1\ ,)"}7i

(,.1' 'fll\ uOl\rhli: f'?";J"JI\'flrn(JJ"} f'(I)··mo'} (1i'i'?L(JJ'~d'l'IuolJ"; (15) .....

1'(I)..mo I'I~'J ,,·wC·f· f'OIi."'C'fl \>lI/\'flt; f'.e.:C()-j, P(,. M'fl1 'fll\

I"UO:~;J' o.;:J.:'} II'?;J' P (,.Il:t:>:uoL:-". ,r,,e;J'1'I :-".:: (37)

~lV·.e,· 11()'}1' 0;:"1\ ~OC f'oM:'} ,?1I,f11 ~lY',O'fl/l' ~lT'l~ uo'/'O,f' nli:t\

OJ.{)1' "'c"?"t:r.l;. t"tI'lV' f'(JJ..fl',·ri Ilm'Jo. 'H'uom:-'··:: f'J'IIi"·(JJ·'} nOlIC;;:

M) ()(I). uol\rh~ h'}.e,1·7I'1m II'"!'('· n-O mLP..'1 I\,e IIL,?:-'··(!)· (146)

1"(1),,0',0 'r'}o 6.1mC -01\ 111~.,j· (I',{) )'1'1:-". 1'r.°'lCI1 t\'O(l)I'I,e,'

uoOrhli: ,1""0 ',OC:: (183)

Touching with her hands and making sure that her shawl was

on her hair, Wfro Yewibdar looking across yewibnesh who

was flipping up a book a little farther. ... (p, 15)

It was now a while since Yewibnesh went into her room to do

her maths and creative writing assignments which were due

on tomorrow .... (p, 37)

It was Sunday afternoon. While sitting at the guest room

reading the daily newspaper, Yewibnesh came and sat beside

me. She placed the Amharic Grammar book upside down on

the small round table as it was open .... (p, 146)

Yewibnesh was reading a small Amharic fiction sitting a little

bit far away. (p, 183)
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The two images of Yewibnesh are vividly presented at the beginning of

the novel. Besides being a good daughter who obediently performed what

she was asked to do in the house, Yewibnesh is also depicted as a girl

who took her studying seriously and liked reading very much. As the

story develops, Yewibnesh is also portrayed in another way. Coming to

hear Getahun's secret marriage to Yewodiynesh and the fact that he even

had a son, she decided to help her brother persuade their parents

accepting this. The supportive Yewibnesh expressed her commitment to

help her brother as follows:

.... fll7Or.r.l.Li'i 9011(••1 flaomr~'ur, (U,l'. il'L (ll709onl·i·u .r.{) '!It'l''l1t.\

:r'?cu -:".,?(., flaoU",· ro'U'(prr111 '(1t.\ 'Jri' nt,1.\'.· flf\,e h'}.<.t.\.:Jt'l1

(254)

Because you finally asked for my advice and came to me I am very

delighted. Since your problem is also my problem, we will look for a wise

solution together. (p,254)

The examination of women characters and their roles in the novel

Yewodiyanesh clearly shows that the image of woman is primarily

associated with the household.

3.2 A Synopsis of the Novel, Senselet

The second novel entitled Senselet refelects the lives of a number of

people as it is interwoven with each other. The Amharic word Senselet,

which means chain, is used in this novel to imply the inevitable

interconnection of family members, friends and people in general.

Dr. Nahom was a medical doctor working at Tikur Anbessa Hospital in

Addis Ababa. He was happily waiting for the day of his engagement to his

lovely fiance, Ehite. As the engagement day was approaching, Ehite

disappeared. No one knew where she was. While everyone was struck
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with panic, Dr. Nahom received a phone call from his closest friend and

workmate Dr Biruk. From the telephon.e conversation, Dr. Nahom learnt

that an unknown person had called looking for him but left him a

message instead saying that Ehite had met with a car accident and she

had been all this time in Sululta Hospital receiving treatment. Without

suspecting that it was a trap to frame him for murder, Dr Nahom

immediately drove towards Sululta. However, Dr. Nahom was detained by

policemen at Entoto check point when he attempted to evade the regular

pit stop for a quick search. As his car was being searched by policemen,

a dead body hidden in a plastic bag was found in the trunk of the car. It

was Ehte's body.

To prove Dr. Nahom's mnocence, Fekirte, Dr. Nahom's younger sister,

and Dr. Briuk hired a lawyer named Sine-work who was known for his

honesty. Unlike most lawyers, his motive, whenever he took a new case,

was truth and not money. From the talk Sine -work had with Ehite's best

friend Samrawit he came to know about from where some photos and a

letter he had found in Ethte's bed room came from. He discovered that all

of them were sent to Ehite by her former boyfriend Tekola. As Sine-work

dug deep to solve the crime, surprisingly he discovered that the crime

was connected to his father, Ato Zerfu. Since Sine-work was a man of

principle, he had his father arrested and let the innocent man, Dr Nahom

free.

3.2.1 Culture Attitudes and Sex Roles in Sense let

A number of female characters are found in the novel Senselet. The images

these female characters have with respect to sex roles are a little diverse.

While some of the women in the novel are restricted to private life, others

are engaged in the public sphere of life. If these female characters in this

novel are to be categorized into groups specifically based on the type of

function each of them performed, they would generally be grouped into
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three different classes: females as wives and maids; females as students

and professionals; and females as prostitutes. In order to identify which

female character is identified with which females sex role and, most

importantly, to prove substantially the existence of these three female

sex roles in this novel, discussion will be made next using some passages

from the story.

3.2.1.1 Females as maids and wives

Birknesh and Beletu are the two female characters in the novel Senselet

who are presented as maid servants. Birknesh worked in the house of

Dr. Nahom whereas Beletu, in the house of colonel Assefa. Through out

the narrative Birknesh appears only in a few pages, confined to the

household work. She is, the whole time, depicted as a maid whose only

preoccupation was performing the household chores. There are a number

of instances in the story which indicate this fact. The first passage which

actually reveals the role of Birknesh reads as follows:

... f'om· 11'/; t'l.olTl] IImC MI:: IJ-It.r/·<;:m· ·flC</: 'Int.)'·

«-/, In'' v· ~11J.'., .?7i.?»
«'/'C-/'f] t\ flC~'~U irr). (lot·1.\ '} >,1.\111·9":: »

r/·ool.\l'\ m>'. lTl]flM' ht;::I). 'Jefr ( 9) *

When he heard a foot step, he turned around. It was the maid

Birke.

"Have you and Fikerte decided not to go, Sir?"

"Yes, we have. Birknesh it is not a bad time if you make

dinner for us now"

She returned to her Kitchen *. ( p, 9)

In this passage the role of Birknesh as a maid servant is described in

* The page numbers given throughout this chapter refer to the text of the narrative, Senselet,

1983 published by Bole Publishing Company.
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detail. In fact, she was asked to perform one of the tasks assigned to her,

which was to serve dinner. Similar to this, there are also a series other

instances in the story where the same image of Birknesh as a maid

servant that is repeated. These passages include:

•..• 1J.1!..".'1'P ('flC:"'i7i) (If'J:H''dl;:J' -,!C() fla'lOt; ~,), I'I,e il/.g,U", ':)'.

hm·()1' if';' MJ</' fl/..nn h:(,:.lp r9n')'{70 ;.I·OJ·il'}"!I'IA flY:}·fl ,e(Ja~

'PA (89) 1'/71 h1.g,fIlfl-" fl<;-'Hl'<."·£) /JJ!..".;;:ll' (flC;"',7i)il:e.- ~();.I'

ao'}'/,r.· /'1'1'1':)"- (37) (M£) 'flC"T.".)1M"1';.I· JJ.U./.:r- (239)

He knew that the maid getting up early was preparing

breakfast. He could hear very distinctly the eggs she whisked

with her quick hand.( p, 89)

After he waited a little bit, the door was opened and Birknesh,

after bowing down to salute him, moved to the side. ( p, 237)

The maid brought local beer and some glasses, and placed

them on the table. (p, 239)

These passages given above demonstrate that all the different household

activities were primarily handled by Birknesh. Being a maid servant,

Birknesh can be seen in the excerpts making dinner or breakfast,

opening a front gate and letting guests in and bringing or serving drinks.

Beside this, one of the sentences which begins as «O&J'1,} ~l~» (with her

quick hands) additionally implies how 'fast Birknesh was in performing

these tasks. In another place in the narrative there was one

circumstance in which the attitude of Birknesh towards the household

chores was alluded. Below is the passage:

J!.tl'l·C t;if9° !tfl,:" c\)'.C() ~;"C,'· '{icfln rl'/A OIl Il(Jlj.,,·;;:<p ;JC fl,-/-

();.I·o~ rd~£)'h: «;J"{iru i,I.g,9°' M'.Cn?» ril'l':)··OJ·::

«i,9" il/.g,9°'} rS.C7i ~.011. 9"1 ilr(J!.:{i ',(IF!»

«fl,')- ilYO~U'! 'flC-/: 'fl~:~q (I)'JO. ,,··f>LfIl fdIT::»

«r,A(/J{'1'~9" ;Ji'i,:: i,'}P,.,f.l(f)·9" ni,'r(>:!.-\~· it\"JII. Ilt'IFhCII' )I() Aaofq

,j"Hi ',elf: r"'L~~:: y,'/. ,j-/II."" '1'.1'1" ,,·IItf:·I'· '11'1/..,:/1· nonll'l;.l·:r'}

r,/.'''''/.9'';;» {It\:r uJ!..,,·r,:'1' (}{/)''I:l:'} i,'}J'.f1u()II:" i"en':)'-;:

«S'.'/"1JJ', !'Ii'} ~,Ojp,·j·1t tf:A '{j IU'{i? »
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«~Il. hrn</,o'lr(l)- V-fl-?" n_(I)II~-')':: /-Pt· ~,,f't'lrn-:~ h'}J'I,.:: ~'II'l;

~\"7II)dl'/,C ,f't'lr,(p.)- .J"1'i ~"I> J'fI III.· UO"'GOFp ~,A1'-A ~\t'l:r(l)-'}

IH'7iGo-:~ fI'/, ?"~}r,y.cta1A,?» (103/104)

When Dr. Nahom arrived home, he found Fikerte cleaning the

house with the maid.

"Good morning big brother" she said to him.

"hmm Good moring Mimi. What are you doing?"

"Cleaning the house! Birke said she could not handle it

alone."

"I didn't say that. In fact I was about to come to you sir to

report how much she troubled me by intervening into my

works? Unless the school opens up soon, she and I will end

up fighting over this!" said the maid servant.

"Areyou worried that she might share your salary?"

"Let her take all of it if it's of any use to her, but not the work.

For God's sake! You see, sir I can't sit idly without any work.

If she does some of the works, what will be left for me to do?"

(p, 103)

In this passage Birknesh complained to Dr. Nahom about Fikerte's

involvement in the household work. The reason why Birknesh was

unappreciative of Fikerte's help was also stated. According to Birknesh, if

she had a help in the house chores, she would end up with nothing to do

for much of the time. Since Birkinesh knew nothing about any thing

except househhold chores, a time when there is no work for her is

unpleasant. This fact clearly shows how much in the novel the identity of

Birknesh is inextricably intertwined with the household chores in the

narrative.

The other thing we also learn from the aforementioned passage is the

healthy relationship Birknesh had with Dr Nahom and Fikerte. The

friendly bantering Dr Nahom made on Birknesh and the polite way

Birknesh addressed both Fikerte and Dr. Nahom could be taken as proof
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of this. There were also other instances in the novel where the closeness

and affection was revealed.

One day Fikerte spent the entire day at home feeling angry with herself

for mistrusting her brother's defense lawyer Sine-work. To make matters

worse for her, Fikerte heard bad news that night about a car accident

occurring on one of the buses that was heading towards Bale Goba.

Believing that the accident could certainly have happened to the bus in

which Sine-work was traveling, Fikerte was shocked. At this time,

Birknesh approached Fikerte and asked her if something bad had

happened. However Fikerte was not ready to open up. Even though

Birknesh knew nothing and could not do anything for Fikerte, she felt for

Fikerte as follows:L)Jt'~"7CP il/~I1'/:f' mflff· r;rt'\;" i,U~)~yut\ '10]' tI~q.C~

r?u;J~(}nm·... (282) (The maid went out feeling sad. She felt for Fekirte as

though she was her sisiter).

In another instance in the narrative where Birknesh's feelings are

expressed is when Fikerte, Dr. Biruk and Birknesh made a visit to Dr.

Nahom at the police station to inform him how the case was progressing

and also give him some provisions. Upon seeing Dr. Nahom for the first

time since he was in police custody, Birknesh's reactions are described

as follows:

.....uJ(,.+'1<p (,oc:"'I'ii) l,'Fl'[> ll.f'&.()():r O~I"Jr/: "·(JlOO(JlOo:rn·j· ~,p'.

fH·rll :l':9°C' ~\f,;J-(IJ' ~\:hJH'9°:: f(Jl.Oo, o'/.e.'1 ~,1\;).1

1'It). I'I(lJJP'l OY.t.\ tJ'C;' 'UJ)· fr/.()O,/.j.:: ~,1:(>::t (]oo1()~() ~ ,/·1()<,:flt/.

~\1'I·/'t'l1··(393)

Shedding her tears, the maid clung on his neck. She did not see

him ever since he was arrested. For her, the growing bear she

saw on his face was a sign of change and persecution. Unable to

bear this sight, she sobbed again ( p, 393)
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Birknesh's sympathy for Dr. Nahom as stated above absolutely shows

the intense emotional tie she had with Dr Nahom.

Likewise, there is also similar kind of closeness between the other maid

servant, Beletu, and the family she was with. As stated in the story,

Beletu was a maid servant who worked in the house of Wfro Lekelesh

and Colonel Assefa. For most part in the novel, Beletu was only referred

as "the maid servant". There is, however, one instance in the story where

she presented playing this role. Wfro Lekelesh after suffering from blood

pressure and diabetes was taken to a hospital. Standing by her

mistress's side, Beletu nursed W/ ro Lekelech as follows:

LJl(,.,,·I1<r nnm- "'1':1'" (1)"/ (1)'111' r.r;),e:,' M>'i11L )'. "l'}(] (,·:f(l)· "',e
'hl:\,?" :I'il )'.:: (124)

(I) ,'UJ(/). n'}o·u ·ne6J~"f> (I)·U ~1t7D{'l)'·'lM, 'H-A ~ Il'I'(j{'lhJ)' 11.'1.'}

~l'},e.· ~I(I)'1';J' 1l~''}'I;J·:f(l)· ,,'r, nO'I.e:L"l ~lll'(Jl~::((/).:: (128)

Beletu, the maid, dipping a piece of cloth in cold water twisted

it on w/ro Lekelesh's fore head (p, 124).

Bringing a glass of pure water immediately and taking out one

of the sleeping pills prescribed for the patient, she helped the

patient to swallow it. ( p, 128)

In additions to this, Beletu was also continuously, through telling lies,

attempted to soothe the patient, w/ ro Lekelesh, who intuitively knew

that her daughter most likely would have died. However, worrying that if

this news was confirmed, the patient's life would be in jeopardy, Beletu

acted as if nothing happened and tried to calm the patient with the

following:

«IlL Qh9'J'} 1/90 .enil· i,o'lflll )!.tl·'·<· ~1.ec"·K ·(Iil'l't\ »124

«~IL 'HI9'J'} i,07"'1 I'"'} lY'd·· .(1il (J). '1(1)' II/J'T!» 125

«IlL ,e,,'(/)' i,U?(I'1 (,·II'I"iil.e'I·,1~.» 127

«A;C':"I' ?n'} U"I':'" ,'·IJil·'!» 127
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"Please be quiet, Madam. The doctor told you not to talk."

(p,124)

"Please Madam what do you think has happened to her?"

(p, 125)

"Please stop Madam ... Don't hurt yourself." (p, 127)

"What did people tell you about your daughter?" (p, 127)

These words mentioned above clearly show the care Beletu as a maid

provided to WI ro Lekelesh, her mistress.

The other female characters found under this category are the WIves.

These female characters include wIro lekelech, W [ro Denkenesh and Ato

Zerfu's first wife.

W Iro Lekelesh was presented in the novel as the wife of Colonel Assefa.

She was completely depicted as an old woman who was seriously ill. It

was, in fact, this illness that caused Ehite and Dr. Nahom to meet for the

first time. Medical doctors had identified the diseases WI ro Lekelesh

suffered from as blood pressure and weak heart. And these diseases

caused W [rc: lekeleshs body to deteriorate. The frailty of the patient's

body is vividly described when Dr. Nahom came one night to see Ehite.

nu',· ·hr.'I' (I)/C' t\1\,/'l'/i 1'111'\ (,I1''I;I':(-(I)'') ml1'<': ;Jfl. (f1:/'t\/'l(l)' '/0.::

«/l'}}.'.,·i· (,ooi'iu Cilf?"?» (,n' g:?O'F(-(I)· .e..'rJ017 ',(I)':: 'i·'}t,.i'i:((1)· 'dlC

-)t\-f~ 1'000.r'l01I(1)·::

«mS ,erYPt\:} 1,0"1011 J'.ur. r'l'}'(H:?» ·,·'dH'· (,];\.fV'F(m·::

1'/,:(;:(m· .fA I,'}.(',/'l-'··'· :/'(f1t\ I'~: (IJo/Yr O1},i'i7i:: .e;JLrn 6,;)':((1)' g:~I?O

g.;.I·,efl;J·t\ -!'·n" .f'./'l" ,eF,«J:l'\n':: (18)

With her emaciated body covered in blanket, Ehite's mother

W Iro Lekelesh came in.
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"Good Evening Nahom!" she said. Her voice was very weak. It

was rather her breath that was heard distinctly.

"How have you been these past weeks, Madam?" Standing up

he shook her hands. The skin of her hand deflated in his

hand like a weathered leaf. There was fatigue in her pale face.

She breathed quickly. (p, 18)

In WI ro Lekelesh's words, it is stated that she believed this disease

would be the cause of her death sooner. WI ro Lekleesh, not minding

this, however, was only looking forward to see her daughter's

engagement and marriage. She was only waiting to see her daughter on

her big day. It remained a wish unfulfilled, however. Ethite was

murdered and WI ro Lekelesh unable to bear the news gulped down a

handful pills and killed herself with the over dose.

The wish wlro Lekelesh had and wanted to see materialized before her

death is disclosed in her conversation with her daughter Ehite one night:

«M' A"K.. IlU''} (11)11\ M+lro· ().e:"'L .(1IHim· .(1): ;1'~,l1 'J'(1et"A t'l!,'}.e:'

'nc .(1): h '}.It.f'<f.\'1 '[(D' \'9°Mo'lro·::»

«Mo') 7,"'}\'u?» M\ )', hU·t-::

«~,~,l'li'} 7,11;J',e7\,}~.<f.\':~ '1(1' A"K..» M,+ >\'FFfro· (1h,ec;;fm· "71'9°
h '}~I'l:: (21)

"You see my child, I only beg St. Gabriel to spare my life just

only for one thing."

"For what mother?" said Ehite.

"To keep me alive till your big day," said WIr Lekelesh her

eyes filled with tears. (p, 21)

The other female character who resembled WI ro Lekelesh In some

aspects is wi ro Dinknesh. This similarity between them arose from the

fact that w f tc: Dinkenesh, just like WIrok Likelesh, was an old, sickly

woman whose body was severely damaged by the respiratory failure she
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was suffering from. Wfro Dinkenesh's unhealthy and thinned body IS

lucidly described as under:

\"U.'IJ -",e ~;J-=fOJ' Irlflhu· ;JC fat1,ef/V'!9" 1l6J>: ('In OJll

,e;J·,efl;J·t.\:: l},es=,:OJ' ,HA:,' fl.U"19u fl-f>(' ('t'!9UIl UooO'1=fm· 9Uh'}Y')'

'I·.e:~.~· m·fI'}' ("/fl. ,eooMtl·:: ht'!;J':fm' ,eflN!' ('o'I...:Jtlmm· '1,}

hJ::(m· fI,e ~OJ':: ~IL'}~>'., \'.~9U fle':-'·· J.DI'm· \'°'l.;J,.e(Ffm· hP.;J::fOJ·

/»;J ('atl.IlA Ytl·(Ffm· A.eooM·9u:: fl-M ('·t-i'i'<.'I· ~,Mn:-,·. ·fl;J: lJrm·

(119)

Her pale red face had this look which is incompatible with the

rest of her body. Even though her eyes were larger, they

looked as though they were sunken deep in their sockets due

to her ailment.. ..It was rather on her hands that her thinness

was betrayed considerably. Criss crossed with dried green

veins, her hands seemed they did not have any flesh left in

them. They were simply skeleton~ covered in skin. ( p, 119)

Beside the weakened body, there are, of course other facts which shed

some light on the other mage of Wfro Dinknesh. The narrative ro/c>
.{',·':"',u rcp.{','qo (ID,'?itr

}, flt'litAnn h',n~ flIFf-OJ' rrolt'l·<f'rro· -nH· V-n+C;
"Ol'}' Yl'trro· .... 0,1' c;:fro· (50), (Wfro Dinkesh had large amount of

wealth and properties which she had hierd fom her previouse husband

who used to be a government offfical.), to begin with, indicates 'that wIra
Dinkenesh was a wealthy woman once married to her late husband who

was a high government official.

Even though not officially married, W/ ro Dinkensh started living with her

second husband Ato Zerfu. Since ve] ro Dinknesh was blindly in love with

Ato Zerfu, she could not see the real motive behind Ato Zerfu's interest in

her. Wfro Dinknesh was completely swept over her feet by Zerfu's sweet

words as in the following passage:

«J>:'j:,' ~Itl· (fl·r· IIC1·) A\~ :"fI'l Iltlm· .(>:9"0:: J>:';:"'/{i 1Ir.9":li:(m· I,,v,.(\.

IJtlll.;J·:(m· »t: ~lfI"·!,ill'tlm· ~IJ::((l}··i IICI):((I). m'il,l.. I.-H': P'/.·
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(J)7H'(U' {'t,\ :C:'IL,~' fJ" :((1). h'I"'/: (l)P••>, ~,1P..tJ 1M '}i'}' rmlr:f(l)· (U,}.~.

fJoo(;·~. (,\fJ;((J)· ~I(l)·ll{lFf(IJ· OJ'.ll;)· (1.'/'('\£1' \'t'loo. OOIPI\:f(l)· (52)>>

"Dinke" said Ato Zerfu with a voice that has special melody in

it. Adjusting her steps with that of her new husband and

holding his arms with her hands, WIra Dinknesh thought she

had heard her heart melt since no one had called her with

this kind of tone ever since the death of her teenage husband.

(p,52)

It is also easy to understand from wIro Dinkenesh's words, while having

conversation with Ato Zerfu, that not only did she love him dearly but

also believed that he too loved her. The clues that proved this in wi ro

Dikinshe's words are: ~l'}$.'.)IIC"·? 'flri'auhL~~{) 9U
'} '/(j)'C ~lt\flri' f9u+Ot·(j)·

/J.t\. «: hO'1]o'fl aulf'/·'} taALP' fc/'LV' .eau{) A '/A (52) (Why Zerfu? What is

wrong with it if you advice me? Do you think I will not understand why

you will do this for me?) or in another place the expression 0'1],}9" j't\(j).'}

fl.A .... r/,ta'flU (htafl. ~"7ri'U ~"7r'; '/(j)' (52) ( Whoever says what ever

things ... your thought is my thought and your interest is m,y interst.)

also show how completely wi ro Dinknesh accepted Ato Zerfu in- her life

and came to trust him with all her heart.

Unfortunately, however, through the relentless investigation of Sine-

work, the tricked and deceived WI ro Dinknesh eventually discovered that

Ato Zerfu was nothing but a heartless swindler.

Sine-work's mother or Ato Zerfu's first Wife was the other female

character. The physical outlook and the inner self of this woman are

depicted in a few words but with clarity in the following way:

f)ll'/ (l)C:" i,ej'I' Wi'l;)' (I)/C' r,;f(l)·:: LII9"

'(11\" P,'/ll >,1\ 00.1\, 0(1)"/'/' (I";((I)':: '10;)';((1)'

",e, \)(['U'rl'(j CIJ/.,'I. '/A'!" ,e;)'\,;('I'(,\:: (231)
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Sine-work mother is beautiful Woman. She has a tall and well

developed body. Kindness and compassion is read dominantly

on her face. (p, 231

The kindness and compassion of Sine-work's mother was actually

observed in one instance where she just started living in the new house

her former husband, Ato Zerfu, rented to her. When she later discovered

that the rented house was obtained through illegal and dishonest ways

by throwing out the poor tenant woman who previously lived in it, Sine-

work's mother reacted in the following manner:

«)"'1C (O.{}1' ·HFft\'/(\U· t\K. fH'L'fn {\'}~.I) ODIn·'}

1'\"(0';" .~uc; fl.+ 1'\:",,: (O£p:/;;; .e·f" fl.,), ,f'vt-)· .~·vfl.,),

'/(0.;; (\.'H''P,} ·fl;:J·.f'·r ();:J·•.•1111 .).",}-). 001';)' {,'}wn
{\.f'111"'1 1"'" )'. ();:J'M'{)'fl:~ '\ ·r(>:·/; ./.'}(\&.{)& •. e. '1'1" ,/,{)+ t\J1.)'. M,:1'» .

(349)

"1am in a problem my son. Not knowing what was going on I

left my previous home. I wish I hadn't! This house belongs to

a poor woman. If you see this woman, you will feel sorry for

her. When she came to see me with her tears flooding down

yesterday, 1 couldn't bear it. Besides, she has three children

(p,349)

As Sine -work's mother was prepanng to leave the new house for its

previous lodger, the poor woman and Sine-work's mother agreed later on

to live together sharing the house between themselves.

The other image of Sine-work's mother is also unraveled when her son

and her former husband paid a visit to her one day in her previous

home. No sooner all were in the house, an argument arose between Sine-

work, the lawyer, and his father Ato Assefa over the case Sine-work was

working on and other matters. Sine-work's mother, sensing that this

heated argument could escalate into something uglier, was very worried.
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The anxious mother along with her appeal is described in two places as

follows:

«~IL q.,,:,.q~.,/:,} ·/-{U·C; (J1(J1.»~dl' I'{j'/ ~,r..)' (.J;):}~t:;r(/)·::

IIII.\J MClt.\ .I':C'/.{j'].{j rt.· (J1·fl .e&.(J1C~1fC;t.\ ·flt.ro· ;,r.,). t\.r'rJ·

(236)

"Stop arguing and drink" said Sine's mother worried.

Because of this kind of talk, the mother was anxious that a

serious fight would break out between father and son. (p, 236)

It looked that Sine- work's mother had a negative attitude towards

argument in general and in fact she dreaded argument so much she

thought a fight would necessarily come out of it as an effect. Viewing this

then Sine-work's mother could be understood as a woman who never

argued vehemently with anyone, particularly her first husband Ato Zerfu

over some matters in which both happened to have different opinions.

There is indeed one place at the end of the same scene where it can be

noted that Sine-work's mother was not actually an opinionated women.

After Sine-work left Ato Zerfu started conversing with his younger son,

Solomon, about Sine-work:

«f'(lng:?"\J '/'1C ?"'} ,e,aD{j"t.\ At."'{"T?» ~It.· ~d~ IIC1·

(J).~ ')''}'li t.\;~;f(J)· fiLm·:: {jMn'}?" Oru'/ roC:,' fJrlClt.\

A,fl'li:,' 'f..e·Y·M'/flL «'J.e.t.\ 1\.'JfJ ,e:"""t.\!» ~It. fl'H'..')·

... &:J'1 MS «?"'[(1.).In'I' t.\'fl ,),'fli fJl-J&.t.aJo»~It.·

flll.V MClt.\ ;,C;')' f'1'{j IT'} ao- {I,eaDM'?":: ~1{j'/I11"Yf(J)'::(257)

"What do you think about your brother, Solomon?" said Ato

Zerfu turning towards his younger son. Infuriated by what

Sine-work had talked, Solomon said angrly "he can go to hell!"

---Smiling, Ato Zerfu said" Why doesn't God give him a bit of

your heart?". It seemed that the mother did not agree with

this. She sneezed. (p, 257)
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Even though Sine-work's mother always believed that her son Sine-work

was a good man, she did not really step in here to defend him and to

directly express her mind on this issue. She instead gave an outlet to her

disagreement in an obscure way. Throughout the novel, therefore, this

woman is portrayed as a good-hearted and compassionate mother and at

the same time a wife who was afraid of expressing her opinions.

3.2.1.2 Females as sisters, lovers, college students and proessional

In this category there are five female characters whose names include

Aster, Tshay, Sirgut, Ehite and Fikerte. While some of these females

characters such as Aster, Tshay and Sirgut are depicted as professionals

with careers, the rest, Sirgut and Fikerte, are presented as college

students. In addition to this, with the exception of Aster and Sirgut, the

remaining females are portrayed as lovers as well. To learn more about

the image of each female character further, an analysis of each of these

characters will be presented separately supported by textual evidences.

Sine-work's assistant Aster is the first female character to be considered.

Aster worked as a typist for Sine-work in his double room office where he

offered legal consultation to his clients . .This information about Aster was

provided in the following account where Sinc- work's office is described:

hG":1.Ooom',· (}tI- ffl';"" ',OL)'·:: /lro'Il1' t\,t\ h~t\ ~,fI::

0';· t\,e «/-,,', roc:,' IIC1- f;h'7 mO:h> f{TlLt\ roL,H-
"'fl1'G':n;J't\:: M,1-'t,)- 0'10111 ;J'f!;T.ll~ «OTJp,?u C"n»

;J-.eT (,·.e-,·i{.1 -H. '14- -,.",?UnlO;:J-fI )::: ..... (35)

The room was moderately large. There was also another room

inside. A paper that said "Sine-work Zerfu-legal lawyer" was

posted on the door. In one of the corner inside the room

leaning on her type writer sat the typist "Madam Rosh". {p, 35)
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The name "Madam Rosh" was given to Aster by Sine -work's younger

brother Solomon. The next description available concerning Aster deals

with her physical figure. Beauty-wise, she was presented as less

attractive. ~lrnC r« c'wvCjCj J':il9" ftl rp.(l;,> W~(,·?" ow·'r)' ~ll\:h: lIilt\ c'>~

f'If'1 &~:t rn:J>rncl~ .eOIfO;:J't\:: 0/'\;£>:"/:1:" f' f'-I')' &.lfTJ(Jl tl<Jd, I'L-ts: f"I'WI\')'

9"/'\)1')' 'IW' (35) ( Her height is small with fat and compact body. Her rosy

face is full of frekeles. It is the scar left on her face when the small pox

she had in chdhood was gone.) However, her personality was considered

likeable. Aster's sense of humor as well as compassion towards people is

revealed in the novel.

The friendly bantering that Solomon and Aster exchanged at the

beginning of a conversation when he came to visit his brother one day

shows the witty side of Aster. The humorous jokes Aster and Solomon

threw at each other are stated as follows:

«MU'i.e.· '1(1)' "'C/IU r9u·,·.e:~'?» II"')' /1(1).j'i.). /1·C~.r::

«/1'}rfo MU,) l1TJ~9U C"{j ·h'lll'!lJ'?»

«~l'LO'l (n·/; AT/C'{j 11MU '{j .eA:" .t'i-!':{j "'.e.'q" 11,{" ~'/11

MAil· 7i9°,?»

«~l'LO>l 'I '1(.,'II'!U' IlMulJ .eA:" "'.e.·'I" rO'L,f''}'lf'/1'/1'fn

,,:uo+lJ '1(1)·» III'! :.,-.(1)':: (36)

"Why do you call me bamboo?" he said feigning as if he was

annoyed.

"Why do you call me Madam Rosh?"

"How many times need I to tell you it is the smell of your

perfume that gets into my mouth before your name?"

"I have also told you that it is your height that hovers over me

first instead of your name? (p, 36)

After the above conversation, Solomon and Aster were engaged in serious

talks. Here also it is possible to detect another aspect of Aster's image.

Aster's concern and worry for her boss Sine-work is apparently

identifiable. The preoccupation of Aster with a certain thought was
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expressed right from the start in a number of phrases like "h9u~)~""n(H'

;J~.eTt··,·z: I\.e <"l) t'\'h~ " (35) ( without looking up from the typewriter

she was gazing at gloomly.), ~)'!-1I1, rlT'Z.;J~.en~)~/u:.t'} <"l) /\.e..L'J:)"·l) .•• (35) (

She pulled up her dismal face.) or ')~n11 ~\V~tl:;·· '/nc (36) (She was

pensive?) It is understood later from the discussion between Solomon

and Aster that the long face or the gloomy look on Aster's face was

caused by her worry about Sine-work. Telling Solomon the surprising

plan his brother Sine-work just made to quit law and take to creative

writing, Aster told Solomon in retrospect how unsuccessful she was in

persuading Sine-work change his mind. Now also by telling the news to

Solomon so as to convince his brother to stick to his current job which

paid very well, Aster was trying for the second time. However, it didn't

work. All these efforts of Aster, nevertheless, indicate how much

concerned and worried she was for others in general and for Sine-work in

particular.

The other professionals m this story include sister Tsehay and sister

Sirgut. Both of them were senior m~rses working at Tikur Anbessa

Hospital along with Dr Nahom and Dr Biruk. In this novel it was her

calmness and composure that was drawn as the first characteristic of

sister Tsehay. The calm Tsehay always did her work silently. It was

indeed because of her calm nature that sister Tsehay did not want to

work with the ever and always quick Dr Biruk "... t'lJH'C Brh.e .e..a;qo L;J

ftl:;-' nlTOlfS'. r J?n·,·C fl~n ~1"d~f{}(,f.),'}.1';J~b\ ....."(59) (Sister Tsehay was

so sedated that the quickness of Dr. Biruk disturbed her.) Tshay's

additional characteristic is also revealed on the day she worked with Dr

Nahom for the first time. Even though Dr. Nahom did attend his work, he

was deeply worried about his missing fiance. Although she knew what

could be Dr. Nahom's worry, sister Tsehay wanting to share his thought

asked him a couple of times:
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« >,If.' •.·}· t'luoilt\ 7i ;J:t'I'?»

« t\h ~\'}.v.(}Un.e >,ao'}' 7iO'/,'l1'1, '/(I)' (H'aoil(ll f9" ;:I'M(I)'» (97)

« 9"'} ',nc rr .e·/:·li» >,'1.). LiJ.!'··}· ',nc
« ~11.V. ?";..I·Ml'l·}· 'ru; ~1'}~t'1 ',nc .... (99)>>

"There is one matter which you are thinking about Doctor."

"How do you come to think so?"

"You were meditating like an 80-year-old elderly." (p, 97)

"You did not answer my question."

"What was your question?" he said forgetting the question

already.

"There was something you though about---' (p, 99)

Despite her insistence, Dr Nahom 'evaded response. Dr. Nahom's

resistance to confide in her, upseted sister Teshay CJlf9" 9U{)m.<-- '}
()tl.tJ.O.4>r)~ QJ·{)m·'} rl'CJP,O+ '/oe:: (102) ( She was angry with Nahom for

keeping her the secret.) Even though her attempt to make Dr Nahom

speak to her about what bothered him became futile, sister Tsehay tried

to keep his mind off of it as shown below:

c\.iH·C Orh.e I'\'}'aot'\il ,?o'fli c'll}.} • .eut\ q.{,:-,'.::

'I'uot\1'\ i1'}'aof'l fJ,I'. M':{P'} >,t\ ',nL9":: IllfilT. ;..1'1'1'

hn·n ·}·II·i1;TiI;..I·1·CC;'l] nT.Cao·11 i'i.e .ell vnr:
1•..i1(P aolf"'1 $'(1)'1'(1)' 9°,?(l'1 'If n;)'1 ',(I)'

Iln·}· n;)'1 «If.e.· (}/I"'I "l~'lj"I: fJ,I'. f,lfl]t\

.e'lt'l· xzn :-".::>,u·'} ~l·}.e.°'1 ;J·i1·n~\C'?rn'1 ',:h(97)

Half an hour passed since sister Tsehay was gone. When she

returned she was not empty handed. She had Pastal Furno

and tea with her, which she had bought from the hospital's

lounge. It was after seeing the food that he knew he was

hungry. [After he ate] « 'when the stomach is full, the mind is

empty' says Arabs. I am sure that you are not going to think

for now" she said laughing. (p, 97)
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This and the earlier passage characterized sister Tsehya as a woman who

not only wanted to share other's thought and worries but also strived to

keep their mind away from these worries. In addition to this, there was

also quite a unique characteristic of Tsehay which is unraveled while she

was conversing with Dr Nahom. This distinct aspect of Teshay has not

been exhibited in any of the previous female characters. Sister Tsehay

was at some point philosophical. She philosophized on matters like

youth, religion and politics. For instance, when Dr. Nahom inquired

about her religion and also demanded to know why she did not become a

party member, she replied assertively as follows:

'/.e(I1]C;"/; h(r!.~+'(j;': '/CD-:: ur\S\{, ,(1;': '/CD' n. h?"'ri'::

MhCM:J"}'d' (D.e?" Mt\?"C, f°'J(D.</'(IJ. fl'l'\?U

~l~t\ll'U \"/'(D!l'/ ~1?U'/'1'ft'l:\?U ~l(D·'d·/..1\
~,'}')/.·ce c,,). 'flf~ ~,?"C,t'Iu·:: T 1'1-1;11 _~ '1'[" .e·(1fl(1;J·t\::

~1C,(1g:Cf;J'ce '1~:~(D.e?"-'l!l:rt'l:} t\'<.OOO(D. f°'L']rn

'nc fMU:: p't\fln srn: fn&,(D' r)l'lI'(j lf5.t\::

Illf'/ (1Ul/'(1Mt\'rL' (101Lt'I.ns-v: fl.l}"} ·L~cn';W""::

ns: Mt\'/1' ~,.em(1'}·(1:S?u::(98)

My religion is the truth. It is only my conscious that is my

faith. I do not known anything about Christianity or Islam ...

Like I told you I do not have one static or absolute belief. I

believe truth itself is dynamic or relative. Politics is worst in

this regard. There is nothing which I should like to do based

on party affiliation or discipline. Power is to the people. If this

is the case, I will have some of this power for myself by being

part of the people. I mustn't be a party member to have it. (p,

98)

The words of Tsehay presented above denote a number of things about

the character of the speaker herself. These insightful thoughts prove that

Tsehay had an intellect towards matters which were normally considered

as male's orientation. This is one important aspect in her character and

her image in the novel. She reasoned and thought through various
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matter like religion and politics. Similarly, the fact that Tsehay shared

her opinions with others boldly also indicates her convictions. Tsehay

stated her opinions confidently. Apart from this, Tsehay is also portrayed

in respect of love. In some parts of the narrative it is revealed that she

was a woman who wrestled with her feelings since she had a hidden love

for Dr Nahom, as this illustrated passages shows:

ooll"lfl··} ~lm,{S (D.~ fl·{j·'·;;:(D· 11"-:t.\ «ts. /t(\.t'H·C Orh.e ;JC Ilt,~C

00'1 t\ r'·'ICJ·~· «h '}.~9°·} ~\.~C·{jo.{l'/·C» Ml::

«{)Cl'1' f''1t.\ {)(,. MI\r), 'I (D. ..:.:J',~·\,I'I(D'l";d'

~l t.\ ,j' ()O'JO'Juflr)'9° t» ~11'l1··(D·::

«<j'c;' ,~() .eI'lCJt.\» AI\')'CJ ~\:(>:'(P'} M~ (IJ,~ G~;" (IJ{fl:: ,f'I\fl(D·'}

~1:(>:'<P'} U'1·7,:I\,e hf'mL'11'· (D,~ 'IC(l1·· 11"-:t.\ 'J..~1··:: ~\o·'}

{)·h;l:L'fl'l' ~1:<>:'<P,} l'I9u'} ~1'},~ Oll..f'Nlr). ~I,e'JCH'9u (91)

f'o.{)r'·C Orh,e t.\'fl "-:I\?r). ,e.r.t.\:J't\:: 1'IF.l1r,·C CJU'9° '/fl/ •..·)'

,f'NIl',,· (D·J!.,;J·CJ .,-:1\7')' ~\(JJ.{){fJ. OO(.J;).":.C :<>:907,:t.\:: (434)

Folding the document, he was going to the patient's room

when he met with sister Tsehay on the Corridor. "Good

Morning sister" he said.

"1 have changed shift with Sirgut since she has personal

matter to attend to.Don't you approve of it?" she said.

"No -No 1will be happy" he said and went up stairs. Rubbing

her sweaty hand on her hair, she went to the nurse's room.

She did not understand why her hand became sweaty every

time she shook his hand. (p, 91)

Sister Tsehay"s heart also bit together. The affection and desire

She had for Dr. Nahom began dancing inside her. (p, 434)

However, after Dr Nahom was acquitted from the cnme he was accused

of, sister Tsehay taking one moment as a good opportunity confessed her

love to Nahom. The courage sister Tsehay mustered to disclose her love

for Dr- Nahom at the end of the novel is delineated as follows:
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«P.h·'·C» hfl)·· «..... ~. ~\.eIIU fl-fl"lM" I\.e» M:lm)'S 'l'~&:'}
')"uH'{) :1':ooC::

«9"'}9" ft.<~S.M" O(h.e ·fFrl~·': (j,e;J:N~9" A )"1'101' ~\'1"~I('·flV·» ~\I\·L:

«A·nu'} ~I~+'l.~lIHIJ· -fFfl ~\')'U',}9" p·)I'I·C»

«9"'} 9"'} t71ffl·Vr, '/(I)'?»

«~10.. ·fl')''1".). 9" ~\- h 'I. t71f1'1'1; f'9"')'(I)_~'U~\0:fl;:r ~\A'/fll )"9"» (935)

"Doctor" she said. "Do -Don't worry. In this world ... " she

halted and started to bite her nails.

"It's ok, Tsehay. Even if it is impossible to tolerate this

loneliness, I will try to endure it" he said.

"If you open your heart, you will not be alone."

"What - what do you mean?"

"Even though she died 1... 1... what I mean is she wasn't the

only one .... " (p, 435)

The fact that Tsehay as a female made a brave attempt to express her

love for Dr Nahom also indicated the strong character of this woman.

The close friend and work mate of sister Tsehay was sister Sirgut. The

first characteristic delineated about sister Sirgut is her quickness. As

described in the narrative "O}H'C {)C7")~ .... 6.(111 C;rr:: {)r)~C;7C {)r'~llS:

{)r)~O&' {)rhlfl V·II· 1~6.1'C;II:r (59)" (Sister Sirgut ... is quck. She is quick

when she talks, walks, works and even eats.) This image of hers presents

her in a sharp contrast with her friend, sister Tsehay. The next account

of Sirgut is related to her bodily look. The way the description runs

betrayed the fact that Sirgut was viewed as a sex object.

I\.{)·'·C PCJ..)- -fl{)A "',e Cj.). ~\'}>'. .).'}:>; \'(I)U··;· -(]'J'C fl.m".I\·;'

ooAI.l \'9"')'(jA?" ',fll)'· ... (I)'J-fl ",q~"} 1.P,fl,([> /1(' .• f't1':'-' -n-/'U"i9"

~\mC {)Mo')'A :/'0'\ 1A ·r· ~\.e;J·.e9°::f'Y.({,,). v·t1· f'O''Z,t'Jo··;·'1'}

Om..I'·): 'J(IJ·:: fln:,'Cj,/:([>f't71fY!'<· 1'1,,0"7.+co (11"1'.':,.. ~1t;.3·:: (60)

Sister Sirgut is rosy red. If the freckles that have seized her

face were gone, she would have been a looker. Even though

she has a small waist and wider hips her figure is not
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punctuated well because of her small height. It is rather by

her breasts that people who see her are attracted towards her.

She has small breasts that are bouncy with every movement.

(p,60)

Along with these qualities, the helpfulness of sister Sirgut as a friend and

workmate is also described. One morning Dr Nahom received through a

telephone call the news about Ethie's (his finace's) sudden disappearance

while he was at work. Ever since hearing this news, Dr Nahom had not

been himself. Sister Sirgut, who was Dr Nahom's assistant for that day,

noticing the change in him attempted to help him:

«il"'}.e..lTlJ,eu OO{)(r')' 1"9"')':"-'1.\ ~,.eoo{)t'I'~9" }'.tl'l·C » fI(,:r(U·::

« 9u"'} "'i'it'l'~'?»

« Ml{)·'·~.e..<-- ',"lLU 'L.."~.:»~,I\':J'.(U.::(62)

"As I can see you, you are unable to work Doctor" she said to

him.

"What can I do?"

"------- tell this to the administrator and go" she sad to him.

(p,62)

In spite of the shocking news, Dr Nahom kept on working without asking

any permission. The manager ironically called him to grant him leave.

Becoming very anxious to help Dr Nahom, sister Sirgut had already told

the manager about Dr Nahom's problem. And her effort worked this time.

Ehite, Dr Nahom's fiance, was the other female character who belongs to

this category. Even though she was a college student at the Addis Ababa

College of Commerce, Ehite is mainly presented as Dr Nahom's love

partner. She is in fact depicted as an unfaithful fiance who was

emotionally tormented. And in her desperate measure to get rid of her

secret, she died tragically. Ehite's secret involved the fact she was was

pregnant from her previouse boy friend while she was with Dr. Nahoam.

What is largely magnified, during this time, was the pain Ethte went
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through inside emotionally as she was concealing this secret from her

fiance Dr. Nahom:

~,'Ja;l:} 11('1-\":(; /i·t.\tl ~,g.:C;J i,H.:1'"i ~""u.:r-::YOO·}·t; ,/:6V+ ao'};J'

fill'}' (O·ilt1J.'} .e·1 11'711;.I·t.\ :: I''l>,fr{lr}· n:/.(l ill.~'Jt; \,Olf...f·JL·{i

ill'laoM-}' In.<.&:'} '/111'\ ;.1''11'1:f:: ilVtmt11 \,o']'}'.<.t.\'J(u"} 9"ilrn.&:'}

t.\;J·;Jt.\m(U· il'}.~'/·j'Lff"'· fIIl;.l'(Oj"}· &.t).'} ~,mt;11L:"":: flll.O U·'L;J·

&.t).'} OlJ;J1'I1' .<••e.~~,t.\'/flL(O·9":: no_~fl'} ao;ft.\ >It\Cl'}':: (19)

She released her chin out of his fingers and looked down

again. The twin blades of remorse and regret torn her inside.

Fearing that the cry she had the whole day would relapse, she

fought it back, gripping her teeth. Since she knew that she

was very close to disclosing the secret which she did not want

to expose, she strengthen herself. At this moment, there was

no use in exposing herself. She had to known how to hide it.

(p, 19)

The emotional roller coaster Etite had gone through from deep remorse

for what she did and to the fight she struggled within herself to keep the

secret are all described in the above passage. The disturbance of Ethie's

peace of mind due to her secret affair was also repeated in other

instances. In all of these moments, Ethie's worries, anxieties are all

vividly expressed:

Il~,'}_~' "15.. (O_~ 1'1.I\(0' .fMLc/:·}· +(0&.6);1.1'1":[':: '/·1'\5~.Ilt1)··:: ;J':"P,I'I)'.::

ao(O.al. o..m.l'.1.!1·}' .~·9"7.,} 1'\;.1.(10,] ;J·'/fln)··:: r_~Lt\Cl:I' ~,;Jt110'L

.f1'\'/·ao)·.(O.'} ao£j'G: il.~·t.\ ~1C/: ~,(O.rI';.I· i'\?" ;J·.<.;"L(O· i,(.'~·1(p '/'7/"

il"Jt;. ilC ·/"}flCI1l"J.e:'·C;J' t.\·1·m.e,/'())· ;J·Mn)·· (OP' ..f' ·j·(1Cl/n)·· .....

(24)

She was tossing from one side to the other restlessly. She

thought. She planned. When she could not find a way to get

out of all this, she would weep. She thought of telling to the

fiance she loved the whole incident that happened to her and

the bad luck she faced, and falling down to her knees, ask for

his forgiveness. Immediately she would cancel it .... (p, 24)
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Unable to bear it any more Ehite is described in one place yearning to

scream and cry loudly as if it could be the right solution for her problem:

(lII.U {);J'}' (l"li· vnr: ~"I"C:J:- f'o'l..f'tI;'·(lro·'}{)Oll.:}:'} f'O'l.,e'l~·{) 'r,e;)'
',nc lj"0,:,1\::/.:':: /.·{)'P'}t; 11~,IICJfl(r 6J:"9"C \JO'lS"·/.·9"{) il/.;J· '/fIC

0,:'11;1;:: ilf'f'u ',nc (1"7;t I!! (25)

At this time her desire was to cry- a loud wailing that would

utter her saddened feeling was what she needed. A scream

that would disturb her and the surrounding as well was the

thing that she desired. Sobbing was her wish! (p, 25)

Among the female characters categorized here, Fikerte was definitely one

of them. Being a student just like Ehite, Fikerte was a third year law

student at the Addis Ababa University. She was also the younger sister of

Dr Nahom. Fikerte, throughout the narrative is depicted as a caring and

devoted sister and a woman with her own mind.

In order to estimate the image of Fikerte it could be a perfect example to

start from the flashback scene at the 'beginning of the novel where Dr

Nahom in retrospect thinks about the time his parents died. The

conversation, the sixteen year-old Fikerte and her brother Nahom had in

the past clearly shows how much Fikerte cared for her brother Nahom.

The fact that Fikere persuaded Nahom to go back to Europe to finish his

education and not worry about her proves without a doubt how much

determined and ready Fikete was even at that teenage to take care of her

self. This was how Fikerte assured her brother who was at that time

thinking about dropping out from college for her sake:

... ro.l!. (),t\'u.s.: il·i.f!.ml~{-;otl{) ','II,..'}':: ~,(.\,'.{)O?o·(rtl'}·9":: «,n{

'J'Pr,eM» M'i':: «i,',. 9"'} iltJ't;tlu·?' ~I'J(" 'I,e nro'l,Q:{ n,'is /J,n'i' /.·(I:i

nrr» O'I.I!:L'? ~'Y;""':~9"» ~,tI:fro· nilC'?m7'!'i':: «i,m,'ri-'fi 'J(J). (Il1.O'I.'?»

«{I'I"'/IJ 11'7ft· (fIl.l!:L{) ~,nrl'}'! ill"; fl'}'{"/oMI .e."/'f" i,',. \J") ,i·9"IJCi·

flll;J·"·(.\ ~I,f\~'/tllh> ~,tI:fm':: (7)
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--- He told her that he would not return to Belgrade. She did

not agree with him. "What about you?" he said.

"What would happen to me? It is not that of a big deal for me

to make myself successful in my own county living in and of

my parent's house and wealth," she said certainly.

"Are you for real Mimi'?" "Your goal has to be accomplished

and when you return back, I will also be waiting for you

studying law" she said. (p, 7)

During those years when Nahom was abroad studying, Fikirte besides

sending him Ethiopia food was as well contacting him through her

letters.

When Nahom returned after graduation, Fikerte was also in university

studying law. It was exactly as she said that things turned out for them.

Fikerte's love and loyality for her brother did not disappear nor falter

later when he was accused of murdering his finance. She stood by him

as always, hiring him a lawyer-who was a staunch believer in truth-

visiting him at the station and following up his case closely.

Fikirte's frankness towards people is another aspect of her image

portrayed in the novel. Due to Fikerte's straightforwardness there were

several instances in the narrative where she had different opinions with

other people on some issues. What is interesting about this is just

because she had different things to say, Fikert never got ashamed and

retracted from her grounds. She made sure that her opinion was heard

too. An instance of this aspect is where she and Dr Biruk had a

disagreement over the loyality of Sine- work the lawyer:

«{Jml.·mLm· ,1111, '1,lI,ru rur 'j9 " t'\t\m·/:?" .f't'\n<'::/I·"" '1.11,

qgsr.?" ... m5'.5':'W" m+?"'} (lm·I'm· O(ne; t\»:: «f\nll·n, ~"Vj?"

1!.U"j 'n<;·II, Il5'.L(lIl'/· .I':?"p,0'J, ~,t\Y.L{J/I·?"»:: ~,n:f /1{J'/'C ·n,,::

(395)
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"Even though I have doubted him many times there is not any

time passed without me pointing out this,--- whether we like

it or not he has dopped us."

"As far as I am concerned, I still have not reached at the

conclusion Biruk just has" he said frowning. (p, 35)

This characteristic of Fekert had actually provoked disapproval from

some male characters in the novel. For instance, Ehite's father, Colonel

Assefa viewed it as an uncommon behavior «~\9J y:f. ?;h~·hU:rU CPl1

.... (24) ( Yes that sister of yours who is stubborn ...) and Ato Zerfu, Sine-

work's father, similarly, had referred to Fikerte as ... " ~\.e5.1 t'laIJ-r(}{JC

~\,eI ~\OJ·fT] ... " (235) ( a shameless girl who does put her eyes down).

Since the behavior Fikerte manifested did not concide with the

traditional feminine attributes Colonel Assefa and Ato Zerfu were

accustomed to they considered her as a bad girl. Rather than being

submissive, silent, shy and inarticulate, Fikerte was frank and assertive.

Unlike these two males, however, Fikerte's honesty had caught Sine -

work's attention. Looking at her and talking with her he instantly

recognized that she was not like other women he knew. The impression

he had about her was described as follows:

·flll· th·r·:"'· .f'CJJ.:/'t\:: >I'J·t\ t:JoHro·'} >,:'·Cflro·... f'U'l.t.;)··'·',· flUc,::L')'

~lf"H·Mt'I(\· 7·~.f'hJJ·'} ~l,}';l:} t'lOTJflL~')' f'ml.:h<;. th')....: flaolfC;:f(lJ· ...

~l·H>.ao.t'I. flt'\flt\fT)'} 1'1..1"11' f'OTJ.t.t\·}·... r,::,·c·,· b")' ••.••e "I'} f'OTJ.;:I'f'(lJ·

\".,.t'\r 'I'JC ',(lJ':: ~l·}"l~'d· MDfl OTJ'}'}":: ·,·;,·t'lMi'i >1.e.l'.t'I'f'j":: m,}IlC

.f't'I ''It\'l,'d' 1t\'l'. .e;)·.efl;:l·t\:: (173)

He knows a lot of women. Those who forward their fake

smile... to tempt him ....Those. feeling ashamed, who are

incapable of explaining their cases. Those who like to order

around as if they were some kind of authority. But what is

seen in Fikerte's face is different. She does not feel as though

she is a stranger. She is not reluctant. A sense of strong

frankness is seen on her predominantly. (p, 173)
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It was these qualities Sine-work saw in Fikerte that compelled him to like

her. The self confession of Sine-work narrates (1), M:>'-I'I'tO 009"(1H:1

oolj~')' :(>:9u~:t.\If':'9" M\·(l'l~:(1)· ~\.:"r.?'Y'} t'l.,t'.:)". t't.e 1t\·t~ f'OlJ.e;J'f'm·

"/t.\'h·'r:tlJ m1l-Jt· 001&.1), ~lyjl.e.t'l·I·OJ· OooLf'J' ~\.e.'C1 ~Oc. (372) (He came to

understand that he was drawn towards her. He realized that what

interested him was the frankness and strength seen in her.)

It was not only Fikerte's character that attracted Sine- work towards her,

but her physical figure particularly her beautiful legs had also played

some part as well. Whenever Fikerte and sine work met, his eyes were

riveted to her legs:

L1I9" M'1 \-'O'l.f'fl·fl :,'cy,'c; (lJ.fl')· ,('I\')' 1\,1\' (d, '/flLi',:: i,"JC';t:1 ~If':

.e.fl g,l\t\.:: (171) f'~lrl'<;·1 flC Mlh·hIJ111 flL1·'W)· I\,e ""'1" floM'!·

i,"JC';t:1 ,ell;J'A '!flC:: h'?C';t: "'ht\ ooA'19" '1:/:(1).:: .e.rl .el\t\·:: ,<.(.J;),."f •

.<.r.r.I.')' h.('t\(IJ· "'001.\(1 '/f):: (125) i,"lC';r:'} MI,e'l' /PI., <f~on(l). ~1.('f(IJ'

(175) 11;)1\(I' i,"JC'3: ill'·,'ool'l/l'I· -HI"""')' i,'}.l',(\.t\";/; (IJ'}}q. c,:::,'C
f'UtJ.(IJ.e.'<j'(I)· flo,·f.i', 001.\ )-, ~I,e.e.M" fl·"'11\fl.(l17i flil"JC '!(IJ':: ')'ht\

001.\'19" IIlY'I i', 1(.''''•.')'9" ·fl·hn ;J'9"L(I't\i":: (238)

It was a woman with long and attractive figure, He locked at

her legs. They were pleasant. (p, 171)

Standing at the porch he watched her legs till she left the

compound, Her legs were nicely built. They were pleasant.

Feeling a need to whistle, he went inside. (p, 175)

He saw her legs as if they were in front of his eyes. (p, 175)

Looking at her legs he followed her from behind. Unlike most

men, he does not fall in love with a woman just by looking at

her face. He will be attracted towards a woman as long as she

has nice beautiful legs, caring less about her face, (p, 238)

From these series of passages it was apparently noticeable to understand

that Fikrte being reduced to her bodily part was depicted several times as

a sex object.
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3.2.1.3 Females as prostitutes

The third and the last category of female characters in this novel are

represented as prostitutes in this novel. These females appeared in the

narrative when Dr Nahom was wandering from one bar to another in

search of his missing fiance's best friend. This bunch of female

prostitutes whom Dr Nahom met particularly in one bar is described

initially as women whose beauty had faded out long ago. The following

paragraph describes this fact:

II(;U()')' (D,e?" M:()')' r,:f(l)· o.,I'·:'{· J':C' (D,e9" fl;/'C'fl Oo:/:?" ,elf'} 00)"

'fl~: II'H'.: '1.11. <f"~:P,:(>:+ il1.(>"ffl<· vxrn II 1 '}~·;J·:f(l)· ,eoooh(.·('\ IIU''} '1,}

\'-':'>:(>:"1 "!J,e .('''f(D·?'' O'}·(.·:/:(D· fll)(I)',(' fl,}(j'r, ·'·'}(.J;)/lC' &..?,r(D·

'}C1"I~ II,er,hIJ' nil £1~Ctt:I:(D·fl(.\11 ..... (D.fl-1. 'I'Ct\. r(D' 7i'li(.\;t (80)

The women are five or six. Their faded faces revealed that

these women either till recent time or long ago --- were

beautiful. Now there is no sign of beauty in them. Their hair

thinned out and disheveled by ironing, their faces paled, eyes

hazy, teeth stained ... beauty has abandoned them. (p, 80)

As Dr Nahom sat and talked with the older woman who was the owner of

the bar he learnt some interesting things about her. Not only was she

very talkative, she was not only well informed about the political

conspiracies involved at that time in getting things done illegally but also

she was very out spoken about it. As Dr Nahom got prepared to explain

to this woman about why it was difficult in those days for people to get

the usual rations provided in every kebele she surprised him saying:

«?"'i 0'00I'l"ri?» II"'J' II (IH'(t>{W' 1111')' \'-"flth ~l.(>'·t.. 1I'}<f\,,·1(.\ \,(I)Jf'

9"'i'l/ •• ()(\O'U'O'oO] 'ui» o.t'\·:} II,e,I!.(.\ II,e'Fl:}?" ... {,-/'flth "'0'01..'1," \'\J'flL:/'

0':" 0(.·,,·1 (I),e.?" O'7;J' O'/;J' ,I!:(..r,:,). I'a'l ..e;/"i 5:t '}i'dJ n·r; flh·'i;J·t\

Il.I1"} ,£),'}"':(.\ .eu 1)(.\U"f m.r,: II'i,l!. ()I).C nh'.Io?" 0'1.'1'i id·t'\/..L t'\(I)C

1,()n.'1 £I1l()m": i,'i,I!.IJ"f i,(IJ.'l'i· 'f(l)· .eO'''''': i,(I)"fn M' 'f(/}' (83)
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"What do you think it is?" he said.

"I know it. A kebele official has enlightened me... 'you are

going to say' it brings foreign currency righ? I do not

understand ...a Kebele official, an employee in the union shop

or person who buys drinks for officials at night obtain tones of

pure coffee. [If this is not so] the fact that teffis distributed to

the people in meager quantity for monthly provision is true. I

swear this is true. (p, 83)

The courage the woman had in speaking what was on her mind can also

be observed in the other matters she had talked with Dr Nahom. The

courage this women had of course did not go unnoticed "~lr)~6,t9U? ~lt'\r)~

+icr f'(,V,l.'} f'9u:/~C;7C J'A-C I'd- <"Crt'- an.~' ~1;J~l"{n1~ ~1f'(JJ,;"9U"(82) (

Don't you get scared? He said wonderd since let alone a woman who

speaks her mind he did not find a man.) Beside the dirty operations, the

woman also conversed with Dr. Nahom openly about the one matter that

brought him there in the first place which was finding the whereabout of

Samrawit.

Ehite's best friend Samrawit was also the other female character in this

novel. This girl was also depicted as a prostitute. Since her parents were

destitute, Samrawit turned to prostitution.

3,3 A Synopsis of the Novel, Yelot Menged

The title of the third novel Yelot Menged was initially used In the holy

book to show the order Lot, a holy man, received as God was preparing

to punish the people of Sedom. Similarly, this expression Yelot Menged

was used in this novel to show the hard struggle or the continuous run

Sirgut had to make to maintain her life and, most importantly, to rescue

her father's medical discovery.
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Ato Mola, a traditional herbal doctor in Addis Ababa, recently discovered

a medicine that could cure AIDS. No sooner this extraordinary break

through was announced on the electronic media, there arose a deadly

scramble for this medicine among some international and domestic

agents. One of the international agents attracted to this medical miracle

was the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Sending its agents disguised

as Central News Network (CNN)dispatches into the country, the CIAhad,

a mission to sieze this medicine before anyone else. Murdering Ato Mola

the CIA agents took what they thought was the medicine. When they

realized that it was a trick, CIA officials again assigned an agent, this

time an Ethiopian named Abraham to get hold of this medicine.

Meanwhile, other domestic bodies, the Ministry of Health, Federal Police

Commissions, Ethiopian Traditional Medical Association, local NGOS

and certain individuals, ever since the news about the discovery of a

medicine for AIDS was heard on radio and FM station, joined in this race

each drive by their own different agendas. Sirgut, Mr. Mola's adopted

daughter, however, determined not to have her fathers dream

illegitimately taken by anyone, abandoned her house and was constantly

on the run. The large scale police hunt and a million Birr prize tag made

on Sirgut as a most wanted person turned things worst for her as a

fugitive. Eventually, the whole cat and mouse game ended with none of

the seekers getting what they all sought for.

3.3.1 Females' sex roles in Yelot Menged

In line with the novel Senselet which was previousdy discussed, female

characters in Yelot Menged can also be associated with both household

and the public life. However, the roles these characters play are very

limited. In fact these narrowly, varied roles the female characters play

range from a brave daughter who went against all odds, mistresses that
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turned accomplices, unfaithful friends and to a couple of professionals.

When these roles the female characters play in the novel, Yolt Menged

are compared with those of the males, there are certainly some evidence

indicates the prevalence of patriarchal culture in the culture milieu of the

novel. In his book the Gender Knot which was posted on the web

(www.bookgoggle.com.et) Jhonson stated that one main feature of

patriarchy is male domination. Male domination according to him, refers

to the holding of key positions- like educational, religious political by

males entirely.

This phenomenon is obviously present in the novel, Yelot Menged. While

most of the males are depicted as doctors, religious leaders, heads of

certain organizations like CIA and NGOS, police officers, police

commissioners and ministers, the females are largely presented as wives,

mistresses, college students, children, doctors and maid servants. There

is only one female executive in this novel. Below, the roles of some of the

main female character in the novel Yelot Menged are discussed in some

detail.

3.3.1.1 Females as Wives, Mistresses and Accomplices

It was WIro Menbere and Tenagne who played the roles of WIves,

mistresses and accomplices in this novel. WI ro Menbere was the wife of

the traditional doctor, Ato Mola. From one of the flashback scenes, it is

possible to note the first image of WIro Menbere. Initially, WIro Menbere

is depicted as an angry, complaining wife whose husband denied her the

love and affection she needed. This picture of WIro Menbere could be

noted from the following passage in which she had a heated dispute with

Ato Mola, her husband:

" ... 11°'n!''' ;;r. id·)~I.·I)M.',. "]J!: {'t'\,(I\) ouU"iln Cd"OL'} ~.J!,·/q!,"::"

J!,1It'\· i.(;:1:
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«..... M"t\u /1t'l/H~V'u M"'} 1,;J-t'l<;'-fH-19"? 1,1'1' /'I(\"'I:'} v-t.· ",in
{)(,·{)C<;' hn,", hnt\ {)·H·'/nYP·fl M'.~Ch M"'} U,en]-/;1 uu.4'·flC

;J·.~C'I(I't.U·?»

« 1,v·'} 9"'}.~~(O· 1'9";J·I':~?» ...

« t\'t:. t\(Ob\.l~:t\u "t\;I:t\/1'9"<;' 'flC.~- t'l./1!"J:~Ol1.~C 1,t.·fl:~

a,/t..). '((O.?» (27: 28) *

I mean why don't you divorce me if I am such a bore to

you? Staying up all night till it becomes dawn looking through

these herbs, why do you make my life a hell?"

"What are you saying to me now?"

"Just because I can't bear you a: child should I have to sleep

alone?" (p, 27, 28)

The above conversation between Wfro Menbere and Ato Molla not only

shows the way Wfro Menbere felt about her marriage but also exposes

all the possible reasons W/ ro Menbere thought and suspected of as to

why Ato Molla did not care for her any more. In order to get the love, the

emotional as well physical closure and comfort which she was denied in

her marriage, W/ ro Menbere began to look for all of these from another

person. She started to have an affair with Assir Aleka, Ato Molla's friend

as reported in the narrative:

.ft'i '1",", (On] rrt.· '/:'PC (O,e (,.t') :((0. ;J't'i (I",", 0..). ht\.f'9"

MC 1,t..4' n,.). -'](,. ~l~t.· \,()C·f.·)· <,::,·c ,en]r,:n]t\ f'°rz.rrt\ ~l(O"1'i'

aolf'('1 hL;J"?I1l(O' </:6j;" 1,t.·:: (86).

Every time Atom Molla left the house, either by going to Assir

Alka's house or by having Assir Alka come to the house, Wfro

Menbere proved for herself the truth about the sweetness of

secret love. (p, 86)

* The page numbers given throughout this chapter refer to the text of narrative, Yelot Menged,

1998 published by Ethio Creative Arts and Communication.
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Ever Since Assir Alka heard the news about a medicine that cured AIDS

was discovered by Ato Molla and that Ato Molla was murdered, he plotted

to have the medicine for himself. He realized that the only way he could

get the medicine was through Wfro Menbere. Hence, he persuaded Wfro

Menbere to steal it from the one person who actually got hold of the

medicine, her step daughter Sirgut. The love-blind and unsuspecting

Wfro Menbere did as she was told by her lover Assir Alka.

However, Wfro Menbere later learnt in the hard way that the only reason

why Assin Alka was interested in her was to get hold of the medicine as

revealed in the circumstances when Wfro Menbere, who was severely

injured in the process of looking for the medicine, called to Assir Alka

from hospital.

"oo'}flL '/:~ oo1~'I'U m,~ fl,')' Ol.('l.~:~ {IV"} g.ut; 'd MI' ask:
oo'}flL

"i,II(I)' ~'7?U fl,e e=u»..}t.\·{j ,/,p"e fMU!" 'flt'l(l)' ;0:';::::((1). 'I,e

,~L'/oo··h: (205)

"This is Member speaking. Come and take me home ... I am

fine now," said WIro Menbere.

"You could die there for all I care!" said Assir Alka and hang

up the phone on her. (p, 205)

Being extremely hurt Wfro Menbere poisoned and killed Assir Alka.

In this novel, as wife W/ ro Menbere was ill-treated and later, as a

mistress of Assir Alleka she was seduced, cheated and pushed away.

The other female character, beside Menbere, who played the role of a

mistress and an accomplice in this novel, is Tenagene. To understand

the image of Tenagne against the overall scheme of things in the novel, it

is reasonable to divide the story of Tenagne into two: before and after her

meeting the priest kenfe Assebu.
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In the first part Tenagne, then called Roman, is portrayed as a girl and

later woman who was very determined to use her pretty face and

gorgeous body to get what she wanted. In fact, the only dream she

envisaged for herself ever since she was a child was becoming a woman

with stunning beauty. This dream of little Roman was reflected in the

following passage:

1.JlT'/C t'I/.."-: l'aoOI\ ..... 1i'}:"'I' ,<'1\ :"c~' .... (IJ·}f'.:r 0I7.(IJ.(~.·)·

flt.\ I'I, .<'1\ II "-:-}6T.J, •••• 11"1 t.\ '1,e (;':-". .... 1'011.'/0 'If 1 U'J·C.... I' 09J:-'··

".1\. ao'/;J'/(,,<' I'tn:r- (d' l\auU"/ 1,t.\:(>:·,I'/= :t>:9UC \Jt.\ao. 'In;.·,)·::

(87)

Like the top part of honey--- slim body ---hips that make most

men stunned ... straight pointed nose ... large beautiful eyes ...

long straight hair ... ever since she was a child she had this

dream of becoming a woman whom every body talked about.

(p,87)

Realsing later that the dream she wished for had actually turn into

reality, Tenagne (Roman) began to operate or rely heavily on her beauty

to realize her dream in life. At first, she enticed with her looks a wealthy

man. When this plan did not work as planned she turned to modeling.

Tenagne's self awareness of her beauty' and the fact that she had an ego

which assured her that if she put her beauty into effect she could just

end up with every thing is best captured in the following passage where

she just met for the first time the man she liked:

"«il·(lP. "

"M:"/(Il~: 'd ,e:"C;J' IIV:.I',LI,t.\";" "'1\1'11'10l'::

"·I~'iJ': rIIJIY'fri 'II;J: 1..I':'I'·i'it.\" IIII'i':: . lIP) ... ·fo'}/': (/1)11"1.



'Ie; 1111· ~.LP'~ g;IWPt.\:: MIf ~,'H'1fl~'}C O'Jlt.1/9° /J"·"JfJt-·f.) :-,:

~,IP'·~OJ':: (89)

"Excuse me, sir"

"Not a problem"

"Sit down anyway" she said. "Have you had an appointment?"

"No I haven't"

"I am Roman"

"Abdi"

"I am sure you have forgiven me" she said, softening up.

"The fact that you are pretty has helped you" he said.

Yes my being pretty should help me for many times to

come. One of it would be to make you fall in love with me.

(p,89)

Even though Roman's ambition was to have things she desired using her

beauty as a weapon, her looks, rather than being a means to her ends,

had become nothing but a cause of misery and pain. All the boy friends

whom Tenagne had in her life were drawn to her by her remarkable

beauty; however, after getting a taste of this, they all dropped her like a

hot potato.

This is how the abandonment of Tenagne by her first boy friend IS

narrated:
"{lIOJ·n]!" n.t.\ ,em.e:}';J·t.\ v,eln·OJ· f(ln.e.· 0.\".1' :-"'/11\(0' :/.rf' {,Ff"\"

'dlC: :..... 6P,>;'>(,j~,:}.(O. n.n I1..... '1·,'H~1 6.000.,j.:: flO'J"J{JrI: h 1>••..j·

1f'}7i9u t'l,el\·j· f'OJ·u 'Ii;" Ife:;' 4'~ {,nM n'/fln,,· :: (87)

"Let's do it! He asks her-the boy friend whom she is seeing,

with uncontrollable impatience. When his nagging persisted

they did it ... on the next day not caring to ask how she was

he just vanished. It became three days. Then a forthright. (p,

87)
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A similar reaction taken by her second boy friend IS also recounted as

follows:
«~lt""CIt·7i» M'}'

11·lt.fa·}·:: 1,00,},

~1l.'J1n·. {'?U{)(,.:(:'}

(90)

mo.!H· (.l:l,"'(.l:l,:H·: flli~;"({.

I'L <1"fa .). "'l.;J' ""'.(\.}.r, ~dll.(I)· ""'j.::

·1·1l....,··(/)· ooCJ!.(/)·,} 01'''lClC ~1i)J"}' (11",.::

"I like you" he told her ... he waited for her, begged her, fell

head over hells in love with her. A year later she gave in and

they slept together. She became pregnant. She told him the

great news. He showed her the bad news in practice. He

disappeared. (p, 90)

Even after meeting the priest kenfe later to whom Tenagne confessed her

sins and expected some cleansing or healing, the same maltreatment

that happened to her before kept on repeating itself all over again. The

priest, kenfe Assebu, after hearing Tenagne's confession of killing her boy

friend, rather than doing the regular rituals or ceremonies to cleanse or

heal the sinners soul, kept her for himself and began to exploit her for

his own personal gains, sexual as well as financial. Consider the

following lines:

... "'(I.{) 1l,}1· •.. 1I00r,<e fl..}. ·,·IJ(,·.e·J·(/)·fI-}' ",,"'?C t.{r,

r,:;,'c oo..?fl. M':C'I(/) ~1{)"'OofIJ.'}':: (91)

MI.er,:r(/)· U1fl.""f': MU1f.;J·:r(/)· oo·,·,}t.7i: tlilCII;J'r(l)'

00.\.':l.7i :1'1f'} In.~·M;g,.}':: (90)

Priest kessis ...renting a mansion for her, puts her there as a

person who solves his problems as well as feeds him some

love. He turns her into a sight for his eyes, an outlet for his

feeling and a vent for his pleasures. (p, 90-91)

As stated in the above passages, while Tenagne was with the priest, she

was depicted as both an object possessed for sexual pleasure or

gratification and an accomplice who was ready to do criminal acts for the

priest which incuded murdering people. Thus, throughout the novel the
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portrayal of Tenagne is just that of a woman who was exploited of.by men

repeatedly for their selfish ends. That is, the image of Tenagne, a woman

who was misled by her beauty, is that of a toy and an instrument that

can be easily manipulated by evil men under patriarchy.

Sirgut another female character is a central character of the novel Yelot

Menged. Sirgut's story began tragically when she was just a Toddler. Her

mother was accidentally killed by her father who was sentenced to prison

for committing the crime. No longer having her parents there to take care

of her, Sirgut was lost in the streets of Gonder. However, things did not

remain for her as they were. Fate brought her Ato Molla. After spending

sometime in Gonder for business, Ato Molla was on his way to return to

Addis Ababa when he saw little Sirgut on the street. He brought her with

him to Addis Ababa and raised her as his own daughter. Ever since then

Sirgut grew up in the hands of Ato Molla and WI ro Menber. She thought

that they were her biological parents and loved them dearly.

However, the argument Sirgut overheard between her father and mother

one night, shattered the perception she had about her mother and made

her discover the shocking truth. In this argument, vr] ro Member was

accusing her husband, Ato Mola, of many things and one of which was

about the child Sirgut and her real mother. In her accusation, W[ro

Menbere was blaming Ato Molla of having the child, Sirgut, from one of

the mistresses he was seing outside the wedlock. Despite Ato Molla's

insistent pleas of innocence, WIro Menbere remained adamant.

Owing to this dispute, the impression little sirgut had about her mother
changed for ever t'tf'l0'} m-ilrr ?U1Lf'l. '/OJ- ~\£}!-]ot't '}r/:f' OJ'.,-fl I/OC ?rflJ..OrfTJ:h:

"i~c"lrm·'} r.1J,CO()J· ?t'tf'l"I/" oo-Ol,·-i.. ~lrrli>'''OJ'' f7D~~;J' O.:/~ 0.70'9" ... ~1C;1'

~\·}_e.f'l.t'\-i' ... ~\f'onT I/nc:: (280 ( She heard the altercation in the living

room very well. When they went to the bedroom after finishing their

argument and switching off the light, she was thinking ... she had no
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mother.) The effort that little Sirgut also made afterwards to know who

her real mother was even unsuccessful as her adopting father failed to

tell her the truth. Due to her sudden discovery and the fact that no one

cared to set the record straight with her concerning her real mother,

Sirgut was haunted by this obsession all her life.

The other matter Sirgut was constantly worried about all the time was

safeguarding the medicine which her adopting father had discovered

from reaching into the hands of those who wanted to have it for wrong

causes. Sirgut's devotion and loyality to her foster father and his dreams

could be understood from the life-and-death struggle she had to make in

order to evade so many plots contrived against her. Even though Sirgut

went through a lot of suffering and was ready to sacrifice herself, she was

depicted in the story as a daughter who was doing all of this for the sake

of her father. In certain parts of the narrative it can be clearly observed

how deep Ato Molla went to ensure that Sirgut followed his footsteps or

grew into the kind of woman he wanted her to be.

From one of the conversations Ato Molla had with his adopted child

Sirgut, this can be noticed:

«i,{l,e {lC'I··!;..... ~I'Ft: nllaoC;(l?m· it 'I. nfJU'I (I?m· fJ(\aO.,f'

naoU'C;)"1 MO']):11 t'\aot'\(I)'}' fOTf..J'{l)"-t:\ J';'H' ·nj,r;.

,e(;'L<;t:\:: un9°C; i,1.'";;J'm·1. fm"'(I)·;'Il·7j t'\fJut:\ rhn9°C;

f°'l.c'lmm·1 (I)·,lH n·ne i,1J';;J·'/c'li'i. '/(1) •..• » (40)

That is it, Sirgut. .. your being professional in the modern

Science and I in the traditional will make us have the amazing

ability to change our world. The reason that I nagged you to

study medical science is to make you resurrect the name of

traditional medicine from the despicable respect given to it. (p,

40)
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In another context in the narrative we can also realize why Sirguit had

only the influence of one man on her life:

~Iq:t ;it'i ~/"I'I I'~1.es;f(IJ· 'Ol'l:} YU'} M°'l/It'l·I'I·j· .('t'l.~;l·j,

~1"f:'1 rp·o~' h '}n·01lns '/:rp'I'C ClI'I(IJ' U"~;J' ',nc:: fU", nrn-

t.\ :ti:fro'1 n.~··fl'}\,l1'1.t'lC.4';/:(1)' ~.~ 1':r 'l·q·OUO· 1'°'1..('01'1 i'i,j,

~l\' anM ;f(O· U·{\,?" Ofl.:J,j· ',nc \'°'L<j'~1' ..... \' an:~:oot.£>

.~L;P,C; \'U·I'I-/·;;: ~L:ti ,j'?"\JCj:'} .£>mC;,,..,,:r(O· hM:t 'j"fl~'

'/:rp'}~C flC ",·horq ',nc:: (142)

Since Ato Molla looked Sirgut as an apple of his eyes he raised

her in an environment where there was strict discipline and

affection. He had always lived in fear thinking that someone

may kidnap his daughter or her peers may spoil her. Sirgut

finished her elementary and secondary school under the firm

control of her father. (p, 142)

The above excerpt besides showing the parenting skills Ato Molla

displayed while raising Sirgut, explains a great deal about why Sirgut

had only the influence of her father on her life, and not of any other

person.

In the midst of all this, Sirgut is also portrayed as an object of sexual

desire, just like some of the other female characters in this and the

previous novels. Of some places in the narrative where this image of

Sirgut is reflected, there is one particular instance where a pagelong

elaborate description is devoted simply to describe the sexy buttock of

sirgut. This passage reads partly as follows:

(0';,".:-'" U'I'I' \'mz.~/o01rl'l·j· (}"I'.:-". U'I'I' OSL'} '01'1(0' 1'0'1.00'1+
.~·'H·'/'IC M,j· '1 'L:'}~ O"'i.~· .~'?"() \,l1'U?"C 'L:,}~ .£>1'1,/. ',(0'

fU'IA'/':: .... h~r}Cj '1). ~,"f':'''l \,oo(.J;).Li'i nu", 'j"}.4"I: r'I'mLn

\'°'1.00 fI1'1(I). t'l/.. ,v,1'I!I' 1'If!., \"H'oU(I1(1). 'L:'!' l'I,e(j (l)J'.;J':" t'l.t.\

U", 'fll'I" f07.n1'l'fI '/fl)' f"'l.ouflt'lm· ... ~I;t't.\'} ~lfI·l'· ou'}/..fI'}

\'111'1 I'\? " r,:flU mN!' f!.,11;J·t\: ~I,en {1'!',nC'fle n.,:')-(D·/·
flm/.,/. ,("I'ml'laVlt\: ~'~I?"C"} ~,Lr,:,j: ~1t\Clnu", '711./. (I)·fI'I'

,e(I"}.>:-t.·t.\:: (141)
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She had a remarkable thing both men admired and women

wished to have-ass. All of them in one voice call her the girl

with nice ass ... when the ass rested on her wide, carefully

curved hips moves up and down, it looks as though it is

winking ... Making you lose yourself it puts your spirit in an

everlasting bliss; dazzling your eyes it makes you erupt with

sexual desire; it throws your mind into restless exile. (p, 141)

The above excerpt could be taken as a quintessential example for

showing the identification of a woman's image with a sex object. The

image or picture provided in this passage about Sirgut was not based on

her character, identity or behavior. It was rather associated with the

sexual pleasure her bodily figure induces upon men. The human aspects

in Sirgut's character-her emotions, spirt and intelligence-are ignored and

she is reduced to her body parts. This kind of representation or

portraying Sirgut as an object of sexual pleasure can also be found in the

other parts of the novel. This is only one such example.

To escape from all the people who were tracking her down and not to be

at any risk of losing the medicine, Srigut planned to cross the border and

get out of country. To reach the border she hitch-hiked and sometimes

without getting noticed hid herself in a passing-by truck and traveled

some distances. However, on one occasion the driver of the truck in

which she hid herself saw her. While Sirgut, by making up a story, was

trying to make the driver and his assistant understand why the

government was after her, the driver and the assistant were viewing

Sirguit differently:

«{,';:';? {,'j{? {,'FU» :I'II'Vj M'.f!.;noo c••:;-,::

«I'I'/,{~·'i (,IJ-'!·'I· I'll;: 1'°'I;h'lLtrl1. hlJ"J 7"tt.l) l,'iml.·t'\'i» ...

«I'I'/.e.' fH',J'.t'\9" .... Of/,CII'!' '/(1) .••• »

«II'J,;J' ... {,'j{ 1.·1I·/i n'I,CII'!' u"/7i 1'9U'j O'/,(II·!' {,ffu(fIlJ?»
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«K.U'} ooM ""C~7i ~,'},,7i "ICU' oILCh';' uo1'l~ "K.
1"'·oolV"II.·7im·?» .... (146)

"You? You? You!" repeating the word, he shouted ... "If you are

not handing over to us the file, we will call a police"

"It is not a file... it's mercury ...

"Lord ... you yourself being Mercury, what kind of Mercury are

you bringing to us?"

"Was it because you considered the body you have not enough

that you were engaged in stealing Mercury? (p, 146)

The assistant's language referring to the bodily figure of Sirgut is another

instance of the depiction of Sirgut as a sex object.

Another aspect of Sirqut's image is revealed in the novel when Sirgut was

returning home form college. Enrolled at Gonder University as a first

year student, Sirgut went there for registration. As she was traveling

back to Addis Ababa after being registered, she was forced to spend a

night on the road since it was a long trip. It was here that Sirgut

experienced a shocking blow. She was raped. One of the men. named

Abraham who was on the same bus she was and who stayed at the same

hotel she rented a room for the night, pulled her into his room forcefully

and had sexual intercourse with her against her will.

This unfortunate incident in the novel clearly presents Sirgut as

physically weak and fragile. Moreover, it connotes a general message

about women stating that they are vulnerable beings who could be

overpowered or overwhelmed by men very easily.

What is rather interesting in a strange and surprising way IS the way

Sirgut felt about the rape afterwards. The reaction Sirgut later developed

in her mind and the understanding she finally reached at towards the

whole thing is unveiled in the following passage:
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M"'} m,'" I\.e ~,vw .e(.l~,hC;t.\?r,}· Y01."''1I.\? ~\'}·l\l\:r·

()C'H' ~\t.\(.I~,!JHl7i?":: y{) ~\t.\'li(,,· (IJ.l'..J':lic; IN'\-?" ','IC

,/'I6(IJ " g.,,}'/"?"/, ','IC~'(I)· «s. rF1:9" ;J':J'(IJ''1'' (Il'}11(,'

~\t.\'lflL?":: ... hCJ yt.\~OL{) ~,15'.1f'''?

(I). an ~'o'Lt.\7i(l)1.l'..'M(\',OL ~,1:t'i. ~,',,?

~,9-' ilC'I"}' ~\1:r:?" ()o'L'I: ',oL'li ... ilt'll!.IJ '/O}' 7,il!JooCl\,j·

~>.l'..Lil'li(IJ·::... '1'} ~,(I).'''':'} t.\·}·o<,:'5.l-]ilt.t'I'?'li ',(I)':: ilo'L,Fli1

oo,f.(JlmC Ooo~:t'I. h 1:t'i. oo'Y:ootJ' ~,/I ~\(,·il HIC 1f',IJ 1'lt:~

~,M: MO'} ntU'(I)· ilo'l:li1 At.\"'mt.\ 7i9°'?

;J'il;:l-{J}'i'it'l7i ilC'/+ ~\'}s: .l'..(,·(t'} m'I-l\ rhli:t.\ :}.l'..'1'li

\JO/OL:r(IJ' \'~'(r'7i? rh,j· t.\:~:"·'I.l'..·~00.l'..t.C'} hu~t'I;r- ... h'Oe}

il1'1'1'011 ~,1;it \'? u .j.ml\ (IJ....

MI' ~,'}'l'..If~~\(I).</'7i7,1:1. ~\t.\.l'...<.L'li?o/I ~IMu '/.'P'}1 ~\(I):J,.j.

,ellll ooO(h<': ~,r'I'il !JILIJ V'I'M'\, 9U1 ~\.l'..L'I? •.. (162)

How could something brutal be done on me? He does not

know me? Don't get it wrong. Sirgut, he did not hurt you. You

looked pleasant to him, he liked you and everything was done

accordingly. To be honest your resistance on the whole thing

wasn't that strong either.

What ifit wasn't so?

Well... since there wasn't a man who forced you.

Me?

Yes Sirgut you had the feeling ... that is why you reached

orgasm but this is only if you cared not to hide the truth. It was

because be had controlled your feeing that you did not proceed

with the resistance. Tell me why this was so?

Do you remember what your classmate told you citing one

author? A woman likes to be raped ... only because it hurts her

dignity that she hates it. He only got to known you, he did not

rape you, the book says "Adam Knew Eve" what did he do

different? (p, 161-62)

The above passage demonstrates the way Sirgut reacted after she was

raped. And the passage, in doing so, depicts Sirgut as a woman who,

after cogitating for a while, came to believe that she somewhat liked the
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fact that she was raped. The justifications Sirgut went through in her

mind to convince herself and the fact that she finally approved the rape

subconsciously when it happened, clearly send wrong signals about

women and rape.

In addition to the above three female" characters there are also a few

others who make short appearances in this novel. These include the two

friends of Sirgut, Alemnesh and Misrak, and a couple of other

professionals. Their roles are minor and confirm the image of ordinary

women in a patriarchal society. That is, their characters do. not add

anything significant to the image of the major women characters in the
novel.
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Chapter Four: A comparison of Images of Women in the three

Amharic Novels

In this section of the study, a general approach is taken to identify the

common and / or different image of woman in the three Amharic novels

already discussed in the previous chapters. It is believed that engaging in

this kind of activity is very important in order to come up with some

understanding about the image of woman in the Ethiopian literature

within the last thirty years.

As could be understood from the detailed examination made in the

earlier chapter, there are certain aspects of the image of woman which

are apparently prevalent across all the three novels. It is, therefore, on

this perspective of similar portrayal of women that this comparison is

based.

The first common feature observed in the novels Yewodiyanesh, Senselet

and Yelot Menged concerning the depiction of female characters is the

way the identities of these female characters are made. Almost a1l of the

female characters in these novels are identified based on the relationship

they had with men. That is, the identities and roles of these women are.
established entirely with reference to men. It is due to this reason that

nearly all of the female characters in the three novels are presented as

daughters, sisters, wives, mothers and mistresses. To substantiate this

claim, the female characters resided in the three novels are listed out

and identified with their respective roles in the following three tables.

Each table shows the female characters found in each of the three

novels.
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Table 1: Female Characters in the novel Yewodiyanesh

Female characters Roles identified with Roles not identified

men with men

W/ ro Tekabech Mother -

Yewibnesh Sister -

Yewodiyanesh Lover, wife -

Table 2: Female Characters in the novel Sense let

Female characters Roles Identified with Roles not identified

men with men

W/ ro Dinkenesh Wife, mother -

w/ ro Lekelesh Wife, mother -

Sine-work's mother Ex- Wife, mother -

Ehite Daughter, lover -

Fikerte Sister -

Sister Tsehay - Nurse

Sister Sirgut - Nurse

Aster - Typist

Table 3: Female Characters in the novel Yelot Menged

Female characters Roles identified with Roles not identified

men with men

Sirgut Daughter -

w/ro Membere Wife, mistress -

Tenagne Mistress -



Almost all of these female characters, except three of them, have their

images completely determined by their relationships with men. In the

novel Yewodiyanesh, for instance, one of the female characters, w/ro

Tekabech was referred to as "my mother" through out the novel and the

roles she played from the entry time onwards in the narratives do not

exceed from being a wife and a mother. The same image and role that is

as a wife and a mother can also be noticed in the other female characters

such as W/ ro Dinkeneseh, W/ ro Lekelesh and Sine-work's mother in the

second novel Senselet. W/ ro Menbere was also another female character

whose identity was shaped by her relation with men in the third novel.

Besides this, the rest of the female characters presented as daughters,

sisters and mistresses are also male-identified.

The fact that all of the female characters have their identities expressed

in terms of their relationship with men implies a number of things about

the nature of this kind of image formation.

Due to the male-identification criterion adopted to portray the image of

woman, the individuality of these female characters as persons has been

overlooked or lost. This means instead of having the female characters as

free individual persons each with her own distinct qualities, they are all

defined by their relations with men or rather these female characters

have their relations with men define who they are. This kind of woman

portrayal automatically proves to be incomplete since at least it ignores

what a person really is.

The association of a female's image with the private or domestic life is

also the other feature commonly shared among all the three novels. This

means that the roles of most of the female characters in these novels are

restricted or confined to the household chores. In the novel

Yewodiyanesh, for instance, the three major female characters W/ ro
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Tekabech, Yewibhesh and Yewodiyanesh are entirely engaged in

domestic life and the house chores. When we look at the men characters

in this novel itself the picture is different. The major men characters in

this novel- Ato Yayeh Yirad, Getahun and Gulelat- are presented as

educated and skilled professionals who were identified with the public

life. In addition to this, there was not a single place in this novel where

these male characters were observed performing house hold activities. All

these facts are then self-evident in proving the prevalence of sex biased

roles and the domination of patriarchy.

The same kind of female characterization has also been adopted in the

other two novels, Senselet and Yelot Menged. While a number of female

characters such as Beletu, Wfro Lekelesh, Sine-work's mother and Wfro

Dinkenesh are depicted in association with the private sphere of life in

the novel Senselet, so are W/ ro Menbere and other female characters in

the novel Yelot Menged. However, the men characters in these two

novels, like the men in the previous novel Yewodiyanesh, were delineated

as mangers, doctors, police offices, lawyers, judges, ministers, police

commissioners, heads of different organizations, agents and so forth all

of whom are subsequently related with the public sphere of life.

Unlike Yewodiyanesh, however, there are some female characters in the

novel Senselet and Yelot menged whose roles, instead of being limited

only to the household, extends to the public life. These characters

include the two nurses sister Tsehay and sister Sirgut and the typist

Aster from the novel Sense let. Sirgut the college student and Tenagne the

model could also be taken as some of the female characters with this

similar role from the novel Yelot Menged.

In comparison with the roles of women in the novel Yewodiyanesh, it is

important to note that there is a certain progress made in the two novels
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Senselet and Yelot Menged in terms of associating women with both

domestic as well as public affairs.

The third common element among these three novels concernmg the

image of woman is the way some of the female characters are portrayed

as sex objects. There are certain female characters in each of the three

novels that are described, at some moments in the novels, as objects of

sexual desires. Yewodiyanesh in the novel Yewodiyanesh, Sirgut and

Fikerte in the novel Senselet and Sirgut and Tenagne in the third novel

Yelot Menged are these female characters portrayed as objects of sexual

fantasies. Reducing them to their bodily parts particularly their hips,

ass, breasts and legs, all these women characters are presented as things

that stir or ignite sexual pleasure in men. For instance, Sirgut in

Senselet is depicted as having nice bouncy breasts and voluptuous hips.

Fikrete in the same novel is identified with nice bodily figure and long

sexy legs. Sirgut in Yelot Menged, on the other hand, is reduced to her

beautiful buttocks.

In the companson made above it can be understood that most of the

female characters in the three novels were commonly depicted in terms of

their relationships with men, confined to the household chores and as

sex objects. Along with the common image of woman, there are also

different kinds of female portrayals in these three novels. Some of this

different image of woman will be discussed below.

From the broad analysis made in the previous chapter on image of

woman taking the main female characters, it is possible to identify two

women with almost similar images with regard to some aspects. These

female characters are Yewodiyanesh and Sine-work's mother. Both of

these female characters were submissive and inarticulate. They did not

tend to step up and express what they thought or felt at the right
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moment. However, characters such as Tsehay and Fikerte are quite

different. Both of these female characters were so assertive and articulate

that they expressed their opinions boldly right on the spot. The courage

they had could also be recognized in the first step, usually uncommon

for women, which both of them took in revealing their love to the men

they loved. On top of this, both Tsehay and Fikerte are also depicted as

being philosophical on some matters like youth, religion, politics and

personal relationship. It seems that it is only these two female characters

out of the rest who were presented as taking part in serious intelligent

talks which is generally the domain of men.

In the novel Yewodiyanesh, for instance, there are several scenes in the

narrative where Getahun and his father Ato Yayehi Yirad talked and

argued about law, the social system, man/woman and what he/she

needs in life, and happiness and man/ women. On other instances, we

also find the heated dispute between Gulelat and Getahun over changing

one's destiny despite the rotten cultural or social system. Similarly, in

the novel Senselet and Yelot Menged the men characters were

preoccupied with earnest discussion about law, politics, success and

luck, females and so forth. All these intelligent discussions carried out

primarily among the men characters signaled the identification of mental

exercise or activity with men.

In the midst of all this, there exist some female characters presented as

victims of men in these Amharic novels. In the novel Senselet, Ehite was

blackmailed by her former boyfriend into going to bed and W[ro

Dinkenesh was also tricked by her new husband, Ato Zerfu, who married

her only for her money. Similarly, in the novel Yelot Menged Sirgut was

raped by her own brother, not knowing that she was his lost younger

sister. Another female character in the same novel Tenage and Menbere

were also exploited by men characters.
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Equally important with all these facts is the way these women reacted or

responded to their misfortunes. Very interestingly, almost all of them

reacted differently. When Tenagne arid Menbere killed the men who

exploited them, Wfro Dinkensh, despite advice, failed to notice the real

intention of Ato Zerfu. Sirgute, on the other hand, developed romantic

feelings towards the man who raped her. Unfortunately for Ehite, she

was murdered.

In conclusion, along with a common image of woman in the three novels,

different qualities of women such as submissiveness, assertiveness,

intellectualization and victimization are also found.
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Conclusion

This research study has been devoted to examining the image of woman

in three Amharic novels. In this endeavor, the study concentrated

exclusively on three Ethiopian Amharic novels produced within the last

thirty years. Those literary works published prior to 1970's were

excluded from the research since there are a number of studies carried

out so far on these artistic creations. By completely focusing on Amharic

novels that belong to the last three decades historically, this thesis aimed

to discovery the portrayal of woman in these three decades, from 1970 to

2000.

To set out this feminist reading, sample novels were selected from all

those works published during this time. These novels included in the

study are three in number and they are entitled Yewodiyanesh, Senselet

and Yelot Menged. Each of these selected literary works belong to each of

the three decades that constitute the entire literary period this study

intended to cover: Yewodiyanesh in 1970's, Senselet in 1980's and Yelot

Menged in 1990's. It is believed that having three novels that represent

the three decades will clearly assist in arriving at a more continuous and

comprehensive understanding of the image of woman reflected in the

selected fiction.

Upon critical reading these three Amharic novels, it was proved possible

to identify some common as well as different image of woman in these

literary works.

One of the common image of woman which is found profoundly in all the

three novels is the fact that almost all of the female characters were

depicted as WIves, mothers, daughters, sisters and mistresses. The

female characters presented as wives and mothers in all the three
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Amharic novels include Wfro Tekabech, Wfro Lekelesh, Wfro

Dinkenesh, Sine-work's mother and wfro Menbere. Yewibnesh, Fikerte,

Ehite and Sirgut, on the other hand, are depicted as sisters and

daughters. Both Tenagne and wfro Menbere are mistresses in the novel

Yelot Menged. This kind of portrayal of the female characters connotes

the fact that throughout these novels the identities of the female

characters were established primarily in terms of their relation with men.

The only few female characters not identified with men in their lives are

Sirgut and Aster in the novel Senselet.

The second image of woman characters shared in all the three novels is

the association of women with the domestic or private life. While the

female characters-wives, mothers, daughters, maid servants-were all

linked with the house and its chores, the men characters, on the other

hand, were engaged completely in the public affairs. These men

characters were delineated as doctors, lawyers, judges, police officers

and, in general, as professionals. However, there has been some progress

made in the last two novels, Senselet and Yelot Menged both which were

published in 1980's and 1990's respectively, by incorporating female

characters who were also involved in the public matters. The two nurses

Sister Tsehay and Sister Sirgut, Aster the typist, Sirgut the college

student and Tenagne the model are some of these female characters who

were not only restricted to the household chores.

In this aspect, that is creating female characters that were preoccupied

In the public life, the two novels Senselet and Yelot Menged, are quite

different from the novel Yewodiyanesh. This is because all the female

characters In Yewodiyanesh, w/ro Tekabech, Yewibnesh and

Yewodiyanesh, were confined to the house and the house-chores. This

fact itself indicates that there has begun a gradual shift in Amharic

literature to depict female characters not only as servants, mothers and
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daughters who were restricted to private life but also as skilled

professionals who participated in the public affairs.

Depicting women as sex objects is also the other common feature found

m these three Amharic novels. Female characters particularly

Yewodiyanesh, Sirgut, Fikerte and Tehagne have fallen prey to masculine

gaze and rape. In addition to these patriarchal images prevailing, women

characters are also attributed with a number of other qualities such as

submissiveness, compassion, concern for others and inarticulateness.

Contrary to these images, however, there are a few female characters like

Tsehay and Fikerte who are articulate, assertive, frank and courageous.

In conclusion, it may be noted that the overall image of woman in the

Amharic fiction produced within the last thirty years are filled largely

with negative images interspersed only with a few positive ones.

Nevertheless, to reach a more conclusive generalization about the most

recent image of woman in Amharic literary works, the researcher believes

that further additional research has to be undertaken covering a larger

range of latest fiction not only in Amharic, but also in the other

languages of Ethiopia because Ethiopia IS a multilingual and

multicultural nation. The present study is only a modest attempt in this

respect.
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